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DIMECC FOREWORDS

Greater Than the Sum of the Parts

M

any industrial applications in various fields require material
property combinations that cannot be achieved using conventional materials. Hybrid materials consist of at least two components acting in concert to make a correlated material that intensifies the
advantages of the original constituents, compensates for the disadvantages, and even shows new exceptional properties. What is sought is an
outcome that is greater than the sum of the parts.
The DIMECC HYBRIDS program was designed to create new capabilities enabling the combination and use of common engineering materials
in an innovative way. The mission of the program was to build a unique
technology platform and world-class competencies, such as engineering processes for material selection and product design, design-related
material property data for hybrid materials, and computational tools for
hybrid material multiscale modeling and simulation. This hybrid material excellence created in the DIMECC HYDRIDS program provides key industrial advantages and key enabling technologies to apply advanced
materials effectively in future applications.
The same principle also applies to innovation. In today's society, innovation and disruption cannot be achieved by one organization on its own.
Instead, co-creation is needed, enabling systemic change and the integration of capabilities of multiple actors. Effective co-creation requires
management excellence. DIMECC has created a unique world-class innovation platform and related processes, bringing actors together, facilitating cooperation toward a common goal, and making the most of all of
our work.
The best examples of excellent co-creation in one of
DIMECC’s thematic focus areas, materials, can be seen in
this final publication. I warmly thank the HYBRIDS consortium for their great collaboration. In particular, I would like
to acknowledge the program management team, Markku
Heino and Vilja Vara, for their effort in leading the program
and mastering the collaboration among the participants.
I also thank Tekes for the public funding needed in such a
huge effort.
We in DIMECC believe collaboration is the key to the
success
and competitiveness of Finnish industry. Through
Essi Huttu
the
DIMECC
co-creation platform, our aim is to facilitate
Vice President,
co-creation between multiple actors, resulting in cooperCo-creation
ation that is greater than the sum of the parts!
DIMECC Ltd
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PROGRAM MANAGER'S REVIEW

Application-driven Digitalized Development of
Knowledge-intensive Materials Solutions

T

he DIMECC Hybrid Materials (HYBRIDS) program set the ambitious
aim of renewing and strengthening the Finnish manufacturing industry by creating and effectively running a unique multidisciplinary knowledge platform for advanced materials solutions. The program has focused on solving fundamental challenges in the development and industrial application of multi-materials, such as specific composites, coatings, and layered structures, to create unique property combinations that conventional materials do not possess. The goal has been
to create both novel multi-disciplinary competencies and value-added,
hard-to-copy hybrid material solutions that meet tough customer and
application requirements, bringing a crucial competitive edge for
Finnish companies in the global market.
The identified critical materials challenges have been solved through
intensive joint R&D work in four industry-led project entities, focusing on
new coating materials and technologies, multifunctional composite and
hybrid structures, and novel tribological solutions for selected industrial
applications. As a result, a variety of important solutions have been developed, such as new wear- and corrosion-resistant, non-sticking, energyabsorbing/reflecting coatings, functional lightweight composites, hybrid structures for sensing and monitoring, or novel slide bearings and
tribological contacts improving significantly the energy efficiency and
operational reliability of machines and equipment. The key issue in all
these has been well-defined research problems based on real application needs, and ambitious tackling of the complex phenomena through
sharp multi-disciplinary experimental research and modeling.
The cross-cutting fifth project (FUNMODE; Fundamentals and modeling) has been the key tool to build the required comprehensive understanding of critical fundamental phenomena, and to develop the modeling and simulation expertise in material properties, based on real-life industrial challenges. In this, we have built comprehensive world-class capabilities in so-called Integrated Computational Materials Engineering
(ICME), boosting the implementation of modern, experimental and multiscale modeling tools to solve real industrial problems effectively. The digitalized materials development enables shortening development time
significantly, in many cases to a half. Providing solid understanding of
complex phenomena, it also enables better reliability, predictability, and
safety for components in demanding operational conditions. Our companies will get a significant competitive edge as early adopters of these
novel tools.
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This project also formed the DIMECC Breakthrough Materials Doctoral
School (a joint venture with the BSA program, including a total of 38 doctoral projects linked to each other), which is the biggest industry-led doctoral school in Finland. But it is much more than that. It operates in a
unique working mode in which the doctoral researchers, working daily in
the industry-led projects of the HYBRIDS and BSA programs, team up
regularly with their peers through the doctoral school events and thematic working groups, sharing thoughts intensively, coaching each other,
and being coached by senior research scientists, key industry experts,
and top international scientists. As a large multi-disciplinary research
entity, this group solves critical research challenges, defined together
with the industry, which creates important, unique know-how and competence in modern application-driven digital materials engineering. This
is a significant asset for this industry ecosystem and more widely for
Finnish society.
The HYBRIDS program has systematically built new and broad multidisciplinary knowledge networks. It has brought together a unique group
of high-tech companies, both key corporations driving the Finnish export
industry and skilled growth-seeking SMEs, covering, for example, the
production and processing of various materials (nanomaterials, composites, metals, plastics), design, manufacturing, mechanical engineering, coating technologies, measuring, instrumentation, and a large number of important end products and application owners. This highly crosstechnological industry group of 38 companies represents many different
existing value chains and a great potential to create new ones. The best
research groups in selected expertise areas, and their high-level international partners, have ensured the program’s scientific significance and
ambition.
Our active program management has boosted hands-on R&D co-operation and active communications within this highly multi-disciplinary
ecosystem. We have arranged a variety of dedicated events to ensure fast
information-sharing, and co-creation and transfer of results within the
consortium, including Doctoral School workshops, project-level Impact
Days, and large annual seminars gathering partners from both HYBRIDS
and BSA. Dissemination of research results and other relevant communication within the program, specifically through Results Challenge News,
Results Highlights, quarterly newsletters, and an internal portal, as well as
the wide and systematic public communications achieved by about 50
news articles in professional journals, has contributed to a wider understanding of opportunities and exploitation of the results.
Through our intensive joint developments, made in the DIMECC
ecosystem, we can proudly say that today we have formed an effective
platform for the digitalized, application-driven development of knowl-
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edge-intensive multi-materials, serving real industrial needs. This is a
great asset for Finnish industry and research. How it can be fully utilized
depends on future actions, pretty much defined by the innovation funding
environment, but also on the capability and agility of companies to adopt
new things. This momentum should now be continued with smart next
actions to really implement the capabilities of HYBRIDS more widely in
our industry!
I wish to thank all DIMECC HYBRIDS partners and collaborators for their
great co-creation work!

Dr. Markku Heino
DIMECC HYBRIDS program manager
Senior Consultant, Docent
Spinverse Ltd.
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INDUSTRIAL REVIEW

Strategic Research – a Natural Connection
Between Industry and Academia

Y

ou have the final report of the DIMECC HYBRIDS program in your
hands. It is a collection of highlight results from a three and a half
year co-creation program funded by Tekes and led by DIMECC.
Before the start-up of the DIMECC HYBRIDS program at the beginning
of 2014, the project had been planned for quite a long time, since 2012.
The contents and consortium for the project, around research on hybrid
materials, were carefully prepared and planned, and working groups
were formed. A unique and new feature of the program was the large
number of doctoral projects (ten at the beginning) included as a common
target of research, and as evidence of the scientific value of the research.
In addition, DIMECC HYBRIDS had a sister program, DIMECC BSA (research for steel materials), with 12 doctoral projects at the beginning.
The kick-off event was organized on February 11th, 2014. From the
companies’ point of view, a five-year program around industrially relevant research topics gave a unique possibility to search for knowledge
and capability around strategic-level research topics. Typically, such research is not possible within companies’ own product development,
which is required to show fast results in business. Another important
viewpoint was the long-term collaboration between research institutes
and companies, which would develop further strategic projects in the future, and would also give the opportunity for a PhD student and a research partner to demonstrate their capabilities to companies.
Overall, the program started well and got up to a good pace. Various
project teams worked nicely together and built a network of research
teams around various questions of materials science. A lot of experimental and theoretical research has been done around the target topics, and
many of those have also shown industrially relevant aspects to be applied after the program, and partly already in parallel with the program.
Knowledge sharing and result presentation have been open between
the program parties, and one can well say there has been a large collaboration team. On the other hand, it is fair to say, not everything has been
perfect. However, without any less successful parts in the program, one
could suspect that the strategic research is not challenging enough or
that the targets are too easy or evident. And of course, we can always improve our ways of working – there is no doubt about that either.
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My company, Valmet Technologies Oy, has been a member of several subprojects. In most of them, we have achieved valuable results from research, gaining important background information to develop further the
performance of our products. These include corrosion improvements,
wear and endurance improvements for several process consumables
in power generation, and fiber and paper-making processes. Also, it has
been useful to hear from other projects and to pick some ideas for our
use. Valmet also hired one scientist from the project as its own employee.
DIMECC HYBRIDS participants can be proud of their research.

Dr. Heikki Kettunen
Director, R & D
Valmet Technologies Oy
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RESEARCH INSTITUTE’S REVIEW

Hybridization

L

ong-term strategic research is what research institutes are expected to do. The research topics need to be targeted in close collaboration with industry to maximize the economic benefit for society. This is exactly how the DIMECC HYBRIDS program has been built
up and implemented. It gathered multiple scientific and technological
players from cross-discipline sectors from universities and research
institutes, together with industrial actors, and crystallized research
questions with scientific challenges. This combination offered a versatile network and research infrastructure to answer the research questions and also created new, not so obvious, research questions leading
to new openings.
The DIMECC HYBRIDS program networked research groups related
to materials science, from very close to natural science to groups near
to applied research. Since the target was the same for all, this broadranged, interdisciplinary collaboration constructed a very efficient,
smooth-running research machine. The volume of the DIMECC HYBRIDS
program was great enough to create a critical mass, and it resulted very
quickly in a significant number of scientific publications, which are the
lifeblood of universities. These publications are mostly joint publications
with industry, which is a unique characteristic of the Finnish research
ecosystem. Simultaneously, the research has created spin-off innovations and ideas, which will create a competitive edge for industry both in
the short- and long-term.
For universities, the long-term strategic research is a tool to educate highly skilled doctors for the research sector, both in industry and
in research institutes. The DIMECC HYBRIDS program, with the Breakthrough Steels and Applications program, had a unique joint DIMECC
Breakthrough Materials Doctoral School, where all the doctoral students,
with their overlapping topics, were gathered in the same network. From
a university perspective, this kind of networking of doctoral students
from varying backgrounds and from different universities is very welcome, offering peer support for research and enabling the organization
of events with internationally high-level guest speakers. Our doctoral
school has received very positive feedback from students and from
abroad, as well as being an organized, unique way to implement research
between universities and industry.
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The one indicator of successful results is the continuation of research
themes after the program. Research is continued as company-driven
projects, with Tekes and Academy of Finland funding, and, it is hoped, also as EU projects. All this verifies that the topics are right and the results
have been successful, with different technical readiness levels, and the
need for such research is continuing.
As a representative of the Laboratory of Material Science at TUT, I
can clearly state that this kind of strategic, long-term interdisciplinary
research has a very high impact on university research quality and profiling, and I am quite sure that other laboratories at TUT, other universities,
and other research institutes will agree.

Erkki Levänen
Professor,
Tampere University of Technology
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DIMECC HYBRIDS
Program Key Characteristics
Company partners (Pcs.): 36
Research institute partners (Pcs.): 7
Volumes:
Duration: ............................................................................................................. 1.1.2014 – 30.06.2017
Budget: ........................................................................................................................................................ 19 M€
Company budget: ............................................................................................................................... 10 M€
Research institute budget: ............................................................................................................ 9 M€
People involved: ........................................................................................................................................ 110
Results:
Number of publications: ............................................ 63 (+ several submitted/in press)
Number of doctoral theses: ..................... 3 (+ 8 on-going after the program ends)
Number of other theses: ...................................................................................................................... 10
Patents and invention disclosures: ................................................................................................. 6
Research exchange months: ....................................................................................................... 34,5
Volume of spin-off projects: .......................................................................... 20 M€ (prepared)
Enabled business potential (estimate): .................................................................. 2 billion €
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MuLTIfuNCTIoNAL THIN CoATINGS
Jyrki Mäkelä/TuT/Af; Erkki Levänen, Petri Vuoristo/TuT/DMS; Mika Valden/TuT/SSL;
Antti Markkula, Martti Järvenpää, Pasi Väisänen/SSAB Europe; Riitta Mahlberg/VTT;
Eero Haimi, Jari Koskinen/Aalto/MSE; Juha Pimiä/fiskars finland oy; Janne Siivo/oras Ltd;
Kari Lehtonen/LM-Instruments; Jari Liimatainen/Picodeon Ltd. oy; Marko Pudas/Picosun oy

Combining performance with appearance
in thin coatings

F

uture technical applications in industrial sectors such as construction, mechanical engineering, consumer products, and special applications require novel innovative surfaces with highly diverse
functions, such as an attractive visual appearance combined with special surface functions, high durability, long-term corrosion resistance, visual stability, and specific friction characteristics. Cost-effective, energyefficient, sustainable, and innovative surface engineering solutions
based on novel multilayer designs, multifunctional properties, and
emerging manufacturing technologies are seen as long-term potential
providers of such needs. Applications of novel multifunctional thin coatings are required both in applications with large surface areas and in
products surface-treated in batch-type processes.
In metallic hybrids, one goal is to design and create colored/dyed
zinc coatings, provided by single-step processing of surfaces with multifunctional novel materials, and with novel thermal spraying-based
modification technologies. Although dyeing of metallic materials has already been done before our era, such as in patinated copper, for zinc, and
also for many other metals, functional dyeing methods have not been
found (except for painting) that would be applicable in construction engineering. The other goal is to investigate novel sol-gel-based passivation
coatings, thin organic coatings, and green pre-treatment techniques
for hot dip galvanized steel, which enhance surface corrosion resistance, appearance, and adhesion to final painted coatings. Novel, durable
passivation products are needed to achieve end-products that are fully
compatible with EU chemical legislation that will enter into force in the
near future.
In polymer hybrids, the focus is to investigate industrial applications
for construction (steel sheets, components, off-shore cabins, modular
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P1

bathrooms, etc.) to follow the mega-trends of sustainable and energyefficient building and special customer needs, such as clean, hygienic,
antibacterial, and deicing surfaces combined with proper formability,
long-term durability, and sustainability. The aforementioned concepts
are quite well known at present, but the main priority for this project is to
bring additional value by reaching significantly improved function compared to traditional technologies. One key to reaching more efficient
function is to bring in novel application technologies, such as multilayer
coating with emerging manufacturing techniques, sol-gel, siloxane,
ALD (atomic layer deposition), PLD (pulsed laser deposition), PVD (physical vapor deposition), and LFS (liquid flame spraying) technologies. Furthermore, the purpose is to develop methods for analyzing and characterizing function in such surface-active thin layers.
The multifunctional coatings for components treated in batch-type
processes should possess key functions such as wear-resistant, nonscratch surfaces with controlled friction, non-stick, omniphobic, and
hygienic properties. The appearance of the surface is also very important, and metal-like, transparent, or colored surfaces are needed. The
function of the surface should be long-term durability against wear, corrosion, and fouling. Typical applications can include household tools,
dental equipment, gardening tools, glass, and other consumer products.

Key results The multifunctional thin coating project produced significant results
and impacts from support surface chemistry, through organic thin coatings and multi-layered structures, to final properties and testing methods, by utilizing a cross-discipline approach to innovative chemistry and emerging
technologies. The key results and impacts are presented, from the substrate surface to the outer surface and testing, and from large-area applications to small-size batch coatings.

Multifunctional hybrid coatings
for large-area applications
Decorative colored zinc coatings for enhanced visual appearance
– alternative approach to painting
Several new hybrid coating methods and concepts has been demonstrated successfully in the manufacture of colored zinc coating. Development has been carried out in several steps, aiming in each step to increase the productivity of the method (Figure 1). The most successful
methods to introduce color to zinc have been: a) polymer and zinc co-deposition, and b) the zinc metal special wire arc spray method.
The most successful concept has been the zinc metal special wire
arc spray method. In this concept, a novel production method for zinc
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wire with metal wire filler has been developed, which
enables the deposition of the coating by a wire arc
process. The filler metal was a color metal, such as copper or brass, and was planned to produce a coating that
has colorful metallic particles in the zinc coating. By
using this concept, an advantage is expected in manufacturing reliability,
coating quality, and efficiency of coating deposition. The results at this
stage will be utilized by the zinc wire manufacturer Vertic Zinc Wire, and
the commercialization potential will be evaluated by steel sheet manufacturer SSAB Europe.

Desired colors and
high durability
without painting.

Company
impact

“Durable dyeing of zinc surfaces does not only give the desired color
that the market requires, but it also gives an opportunity to improve
mechanical and corrosion protection of metal-coated steel products.”
Martti Järvenpää, product development manager, SSAB Europe

Figure1. Illustration of the trialed concepts and resulting coatings
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Zinc surface pre-treatments and passivation technologies for
improved adhesion, chemical stability, and appearance
The driver for pre-treatment research is the need for
more environmental passivation and pre-treatment
Green technology
methods compared to technologies based on toxic hexaas a driver for
Cr 6+ free coatings.
valent chromium. The scientific challenge lies in deep
understanding of surface, organic, and inorganic chemistry, converging on adhesion phenomena.
One approach was to develop a waterborne thin organic coating
(ToC) that would serve as a substrate for a multilayer color coating technology. The waterborne TOC should be applicable at the end of the galvanizing line (prior to the color coating line), directly on fresh zinc-coated
steel, in order to be able to apply two further organic coating layers on
the color coating line. The early stages of the project revealed that significant efforts were required to understand the interactions that govern
zinc/TOC adhesion. Indeed, even after the first laboratory evaluations of
complete three-layer coatings at Top Analytica, the research focus was
shifted back to the optimization of zinc/TOC interactions by activation of
the zinc surface and modification of the TOC formulation. Finally, parameters for strong adhesion were established and verified by industrial
line trials.
Acrylic formulations were found to have the potential for waterborne candidates to passivate a hot dip galvanized (HDG) steel surface
and promote paint adhesion (Figure 2). A developed TOC formulation
has been successfully applied in two production line trials at SSAB Europe, followed by the application of 1–2 organic coatings on the color
coating line. Good mechanical formability was obtained, and accelerated corrosion testing showed no blistering and only mild rusting, comparable to the reference coatings. The results highlight the importance of
zinc/TOC interactions, and confirm that waterborne TOC layers can be
employed as first layers in high-performance, cost-efficient multilayer
coatings. Scientific understanding of the metal/coating interface and interactions was significantly increased. The work has set a firm foundation for tailoring of multilayer coatings for specific environments.
The zinc surface pre-treatment prior to painting was developed
based on supercritical carbon dioxide technology. Carbon dioxide is
good polar solvent, and in the supercritical stage it has the density of liquid and the mobility of gas, yet the supercritical condition is a rather mild 73 bar and 32°C.
Supercritical carbon dioxide treatment alNovel conversion coatings
lows chemical reactions resulting in converutilizing supercritical CO2
– the key to resource-effision layer formation on the Zn surface in mincient corrosion protection.
utes, compared to years in normal outdoor
use, before painting. This kind of conversion
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layer promotes adhesion and enables painting right after treatment.
The supercritical treatment has been developed in the Ceramic Materials group at Tampere University of Technology (TUT), in close collaboration with Top Analytica for the needs of SSAB Europe.

Company
impact

“During this research, we have found a significant possibility to obtain
an artificial patina on HDG steel in a controlled production environment,
not only to improve the corrosion protection of galvanized steel but
also to minimize the undesired metal coating run-off from material
and to make it post-paintable immediately after installation.”
Antti Markkula, product development manager, SSAB Europe

a)
b)
Figure 2. a) SEM cross-section image of an intact TOC-based three-layer coating
after bending deformation, b) cross-section of a painted, ScCO2-treated Zn surface
showing a spiky conversion layer and good adhesion between the substrate and
paint

Surface modifications of metal substrates by novel passivation chemistry such as conversion coating treatments are considered to be practical and economical means for the improvement of corrosion resistance of metallic products. Simultaneously, the adhesion of organic coatings to the treated surface is often enhanced. A conversion coating may
also provide a decorative effect on the metal surface. The effect of a
black conversion layer based on trivalent Cr, together with a thin sol-gel
(SG) coating, on the corrosion properties of zinc-coated steel sheets was
studied. The coating development and sample preparation were carried
out by VTT, and the property analyses were conducted by SSAB Europe
and by Ruukki Construction.
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The passivated Zn-coated specimens without a sol-gel coating tolerated
poorly the weathering tests, whereas the passivated specimens with the
hybrid coating performed well over 1000 hours, as shown in Figure 3. A
very thin SG coating layer on a passivation layer may be sufficient to provide additional corrosion protection for zinc, since thicker coatings suffer cracking. Formability studies of the combined coating systems
(black passivation + SG film) conducted by Ruukki Construction revealed
severe cracking of the coatings due to bending.

a)

b)
Figure 3. a) Zinc-coated specimens (passivated, without a sol-gel coating) after 48
hours in the QCT test. The surfaces were, almost throughout, covered with white
rust; b) Zinc-coated specimens (passivated and treated with a sol-gel coating)
after 1000 hours in the QCT test. No white rust occurred on the specimens

Company
impact

”This work gave insight into combining two protective coating technologies in order to produce a novel hybrid coating. The results suggested
that corrosion resistance and enhanced visual appearance can be sustained much longer this way than by utilizing these coatings alone, but
also highlighted the need to understand better the interactions among
the various coating chemicals and the substrate. This study paves the
way for further implementation of totally chromium free (i.e. Si-based)
hybrid passivation treatments, providing added value to metal-coated
steel products.”
Risto Sipilä, R&D manager, Ruukki Construction

Besides the well-known self-cleaning photocatalytic glass surfaces, increasing interest in developing other construction materials with selfcleaning properties has been obtained world-wide. The aim was to
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develop photocatalytic TiO2 sol-gel coatings for the enhancement of anti-soiling properties and the cleanability of painted steel substrates. The
coating types and test matrices were planned by VTT and Ruukki Construction to have a versatile selection of coatings. Methods for measurements of the photocatalytic activity were also developed alongside the
coating studies (VTT). The outdoor tests for the coatings were planned,
and each year a set of coatings was placed on the test field and evaluated
by HAMK University of Applied Sciences. In general, no clear differences
in the anti-soiling or cleanability properties of the coatings, nor any compared with those of the substrates themselves, were obtained.
To minimize solar heating of dark gray coatings, utilization of NIR
reflective pigments (perylene black) and filler materials (TiO2) were
studied. Experimental paint formulas were generated, test samples
were painted, and spectral reflectance, as well as thermal emittance of
the surfaces, was measured. Moreover, heating of the coatings was fieldtested under solar irradiation. The experimental coatings showed enhanced thermal performance compared to a reference surface. Furthermore, the effects of both top coating and primer thicknesses on spectral
reflectance were studied. The effect of substrate and primer, as well as
primer thickness, on NIR reflectance was observed when perylene
black pigment was used in the paint (SSAB Europe, VTT, Top Analytica,
Aalto University). The heat-reflective coatings will be designed and prepared as a collaborative effort among the partners.
New testing methods for the evaluation of formability and longterm durability of functional coatings were developed by HAMK. The
developed method simulates the soiling properties and cleanability of
novel easy-to-clean coating surfaces in a much shorter time than in real
outdoor conditions. A new kind of T-bend testing procedure proved to be
good practice in revealing the effect of forming temperature on coating
damage during forming, when the specimen was exposed to humidity
after forming. X-die testing was used to reveal the effect of severe deep
drawing on the integrity of different color coatings. X-die testing was also used to study how forming affects corrosion behavior. The soiling
properties of new easy-to-clean coatings have been studied both in outdoor conditions and in a new testing set-up (Figure 4) that was designed
and built in HAMK. Because the first visible biological developments begin generally after one year of natural exposure, at the earliest, and in the
case of coil-coated surfaces may take several years, there is a need for
accelerated tests. An accelerated algae-growth testing machine for
these materials has been developed.
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Figure 4. Accelerated algae-growth testing in the laboratory. Samples are at 45
degrees, like on a roof in reality. An algal suspension circulates in an aluminum
sprinkling rail that spreads water on the top of the samples, running down their
entire surface

Multifunctional hybrid coatings for batch processing
and component coating
Chromium-free wet processable thin coatings for
bathroom appliances and kitchenware with enhanced
surface cleanliness and hygiene
Chrome plating is used as a thin coating layer for decorative purposes,
such as on vehicle trims and in kitchen and bathroom appliances, to give
a shiny mirror-like appearance. Due to the environmental and health issues related to the deposition processes, abrasion-resistant replacement treatments for chrome plating are in great demand. In addition, future regulations and limitations for the usage of chromic acid are setting
goals for alternative treatments. In this project, wear-resistant and hygienic coatings with controlled friction for batch-type applications are to
be developed using sol-gel technology (by VTT). Chrome-plated surfaces were used as the reference material when the properties of the
thin coatings were determined. In laboratory tests, the scratch/abrasion
resistance of polymeric bathroom appliance surfaces showed improvement with Zr- and Si-alkoxide-based hybrid coatings, or when nanoparticle additives were incorporated into Si-alkoxide-based hybrid coatings, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Chrome-plated polyester substrate (upper image) and the polyester
substrate coated with a Si-alkoxide-based thin film with nanoparticles (lower image) after micro-scratch testing. The critical loads leading to surfaces damage
were 1.4 N and 4.9 N, respectively

According to the industrial partner (Oras), wear resistance is dependent
on the hardness, friction, elastic properties, and structure of the coatings. In this study, attention has been focused on hard and wear-resistant coating components, keeping in mind that the surface structure of
the coated surfaces will meet the requirements typical for easy-toclean surfaces (e.g. smooth, non-sticky). Valuable knowledge of the
promising compositions for wear-resistant hybrid thin coatings and of
deposition/curing parameters suitable for polymeric substrate profiles
has been gained. This is a step toward a production-ready coating and
method combination.
fabrication of omniphobic surfaces using layered
nanostructured coatings
Among the family of functional coatings, progress towards omniphobicity is presently one of the main fields of interest. This covers universal
repellence against different liquid compounds, not only against water
or water based ‘dirt’, but also against oil-based and other organic compounds. For ultimate repellence, the term superomniphobicity is used. It
is generally believed that these superomniphobic features are best
achieved by a controlled hierarchical surface structure
containing both micro- and nanoscale structures, plus
Unique thin-film
controlled chemistry of the topmost layer of the surface.
coatings developed
In the project, our overall aim is to develop a durable
– toward universal
nanostructured
surface on a stainless steel substrate,
repellence.
which would repel various liquids simultaneously.
Aerosol physics from TUT, Surface Science Laboratory from TUT, Picosun, and Fiskars Finland developed a combination of
nanoscale coatings in a layered structure to introduce self-cleaning and
superomniphobic properties to a stainless steel surface. Different thin-
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film coating technology combinations were tested to achieve the common goal. From the obtained data, it became obvious that the highest
omniphobicity was achieved by combining three different superimposed layers, and that all three of these were needed to achieve the required performance.

Company
impact

“The developed technology is unique and it offers a solid platform for
further development.”
Juha Pimiä, R&D manager, Fiskars Finland

The pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method was developed for thin-film
coating applications, together with Picodeon and TUT. The main focus
was on the development and control of raw material target composition
and manufacturing techniques. The research resulted in a large set of
doped targets in which the microstructure and dopants were varied in a
controlled way.
Sharp thin-film edges and non-stick multilayer
coatings for hand-held instruments
The performance of high-end dental instruments was improved with
two new thin-film coatings. For curettes (hand instruments used to remove hardened dental plaque), it was shown that a choice of a harder
base steel material combined with corrosion protection by thin-film
coatings gave superior wear performance compared to that obtained
using the commercial wear-resistant coatings on stainless steel commonly used in dentistry. The thin-film coating provides the necessary
corrosion protection for the daily autoclaving of the instrument, while
the harder base material dramatically reduces the need for re-sharpening. This approach has enabled LM Instruments to bring a new product
(Sharp Diamond, Figure 6) to the market, with wear
performance superior to previously available instruCorrosion & wear
ments. Aalto University also developed a hybrid PVD/
resistant, anti-sticking
ALD multilayer coating, which showed an order of
coatings for dental
magnitude
superior corrosion protection compared
instruments.
to commercial PVD coatings.
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Non-stick thin-film coatings were investigated for restorative instruments (filling of cavities in teeth), in order to reduce unwanted sticking of
the restorative composite material, which would ease the operations
done by dentists and reduce the risk of later filling failure. The evaluation
of commercial non-stick coatings helped LM Instruments to develop a
new product (Dark Diamond, Figure 6), which has received positive feedback from customers. Aalto University also developed a novel non-stick
coating based on surface structuring by etching, surface stabilization by
ALD, and surface chemical modification by self-assembled fluoropolymer. This coating renders steel surfaces superhydrophobic, and vastly
improves the non-stick performance, as shown in Figure 7.

Company
impact

“Based on feedback from dentists, Dark Diamond improves the
performance of restorative instruments. By staying sharp significantly
longer, the maintenance costs of Sharp Diamond instruments are
remarkably lower compared to traditional instruments.”
Kari Lehtonen, development manager, LM Instruments

Figure 6. LM Instruments products Sharp Diamond (left) and restorative instrument Dark Diamond (right)

a)
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b)

Figure 7. a) A non-coated restorative instrument pulled out
of restorative material;
b) a superhydrophobic coated
restorative instrument pulled
out of restorative material.
The follow-up distance of the
restorative material can be reduced by 60% by superhydrophobic coating

Conclusion

The project showed clearly the research benefits of strategic long-term
research that combines industrial experts and academic researchers
with interdisciplinary expertise. Industrial challenges can be opened to
scientific research questions, and the consortium is able to find common themes and general answers, and to apply this principle to individual challenges. The thin functional coatings project is a very good example of such an approach, and it has already offered several answers, but
the real strategic benefit was not totally achieved, due to shorter implementation than planned.
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Advanced materials processing creates multifunctional
properties and performance to thick coatings and
composites
Summary of
the project’s
motivation and
achievements
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T

he project focused on processing, structure, properties, performance, and industrial use of novel multifunctional thick coatings
and composites made by technologies such as novel thermal spray
coating processing, advanced weld and laser surfacing, and braze coating. The ultimate target was to create significant value and competitiveness for Finnish industrial companies by extensive research and development of coating materials and coating manufacturing processes.
Thermally sprayed metallic, metal-matrix composite (hard metals)
and ceramic coatings are widely used in Finnish industry as protective
coatings against different types of wear and corrosion. Known limitations
for the use of these coatings are often related to weakened properties
deriving from detrimental changes in phase structures in the processing
step, or due to material limitations due to the present commercial technology. Material selection and tailoring, together with spray process optimization, are seen as a route for significantly better, multifunctional
coatings. The improvement of coating properties and application-related
performance was the main research content in this project. Operational
reliability of thermally sprayed coatings and substitution of hazardous
or strategic elements in the coating materials are required now and in
the future. Therefore, a key driving force for this project was the increasing demands of processes for new material solutions that were not yet
available. The main idea and novelty was to understand the relationships
and influencing factors between the manufacturing process, microstructure, properties, and high performances, and to transfer this understanding to new materials and processing methods that would create a competitive advantage for Finnish industry in the future. Combining novel
thermal spraying technologies and new material technologies with
systematic multiscale material modeling, and understanding of the
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phenomena, is seen as a way to revolutionize the possibilities for coating
solutions in extreme conditions. The target of this project was to increase
the already high level of knowledge in Finnish research institutes and
industry to become a top reference in the world.
The research focused on novel high-kinetic spraying of metallic
and hard metal powders, process optimization, and characterization
of coating properties and performance. Significant advances were obtained in this area during the project. New coatings with various multifunctional properties, such as high wear resistance, chemical stability,
high-temperature corrosion resistance, low friction properties, high ductility, and cost-effectiveness, were developed. Moreover, developments of powder materials for thermal
spraying, as well as diamond-braze material-joint
New multifunctional
properties, were obtained to achieve better structural
coatings bringing
and mechanical properties and performance in surresistance to wear &
face engineering solutions. Process optimization for
high-temperature
industrial components was largely done in the induscorrosion, chemical
stability, low friction,
trial projects. Marked improvements in damage tolerhigh ductility and
ance of thermally sprayed ceramic coatings were also
cost-effectiveness.
achieved. An additional output was the development
of testing systems for industrial requirements for the
coatings and materials.

Key results Metallic and hard metal coatings with high chemical and
and impacts temperature resistance, low wear rate, and low friction
properties
Novel wear- and corrosion-resistant coatings were achieved by utilizing
a modern high-velocity air-fuel (HVAF) thermal spray process. The HVAF
spray process has shown great potential in producing protective layers
for demanding applications. The global competition is continuously increasing, and companies need to be able to provide customers with improved component and process performance. The new material solutions, combined with modern processes, play a key role in this challenge.
The research focus was set particularly on the HVAF spray process and
on understanding the processing-structure-properties-performance
relationships of sprayed metallic and hard metal coatings. Such coatings
are widely used in wear, corrosion, and high-temperature applications. The main achievements during the
Whole value chain
project were: 1) determination of the operation wininvolved – combining
dow of the spray process for commercial materials, 2)
materials, processes,
development and spraying of novel metal-matrix commonitoring, applicaposite materials, and 3) evaluation of the performance
tions.
of the new HVAF sprayed coatings compared to the
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current industrial standard high-velocity oxygen-fuel (HVOF) sprayed
coatings. The research was done under a collaboration platform, Thermal Spray Center Finland – TSCF (TUT and VTT), with the industrial partners involved in this project. A significant benefit was running the project
under a large collaboration network involving international collaboration,
powder manufacturing-coating, production characterization, and testing-modeling.
The operation window of a thermal spray process is typically defined
by linking operation parameters to particle parameters, such as temperature and velocity. The measurements are carried out using online spray
diagnostic systems, based on optical sensors (Figure 1). The finer particle
size commonly used with the HVAF spray process, and the lower process
temperature compared to HVOF spraying, together set
requirements for the online diagnostic systems. SprayImproved wear and
Watch is one such measurement system based on a CCD
corrosion properties
sensor and manufactured by Oseir Oy Ltd (a project partobtained by the HVAF
ner). At the start of the project, the latest SprayWatch
spray process.
camera was limited to 1400°C particle temperature at
lowest and 900 m/s particle velocity at highest, which
are typical values for the HVAF spray process. The aim
was to extend the operating regime of SprayWatch by attaining a faster
and more sensitive sensor. A new monolithic structured optical filter was
designed, and the fabrication process was automated to reduce the unit
cost and to improve spatial uniformity. The CCD sensor sensitivity and exposure time were enhanced to match the requirements. In addition, sensitivity to flame background radiation was considerably reduced, which
improved the accuracy of the temperature measurement. As a result of
these enhancements, the performances of the new SprayWatch 2s/4s
class sensors were significantly improved, and the temperature and velocity limits moved to 1100°C and 1600 m/s, respectively.

Figure 1. The enhanced SprayWatch sensor was used to measure particle properties: a) set-up for measurement, b) measured particle velocities, and c) measured particle temperatures

In addition to determining the process window, a comparison of several
HVOF and HVAF processes was done during the research project, by
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spraying commercial WC- and Cr3C2-based hard metal powders. The
results showed clearly that improved wear and corrosion properties can
be obtained by using the HVAF spray process. As an example, the high
temperature corrosion performance of the Cr3C2-based coatings was
improved due to a denser coating structure and controlled particle temperature.

Company
impact

“During the Hybrid materials project, Valmet Technologies has got valuable, new information about novel thermal spraying processes and
new materials solutions. Valmet has utilized this information to develop
new coating solutions for modern paper industry components.”
Ulla Kanerva, senior R&D engineer, Valmet Technologies

Ductile and damage-tolerant ceramic coatings
by materials and coating process development
The development and utilization of new spray processing methods and
materials have been the focus point in the development of damage tolerance of ceramic coatings. The research work involved powder development, including material combinations, phase and dispersion
strengthening, and development of novel thermal spray coating processes, such as plasma, HVOF, and suspension spraying of ceramic materials.
One of the most important topics was to develop novel characterization
and testing methods in order to evaluate the ductility and damage-tolerance properties of ceramic coatings, and to introduce these to the mechanical models for ceramic coatings. Testing of ductility and damage
tolerance was done using four-point bending with acoustic emission, insitu bending, and micro-impact testing, in collaboration with international partners.
Novel ceramic powders were developed and optimized. Compositions such as Al2O3-ZrO2 and Cr2O3-Cr were studied. In addition, new
oxide-SiC-based powders, such as MgAl2O4, MgAl2O4-SiC,
Al2O3-ZrO2-SiC, TiO2-SiC, and Cr2O3-SiC were developed
and sprayed using the HVOF spray process. Commercial
A family of novel
and experimental powders were evaluated in the laboratoceramic powders
ry and on pilot-scale components. Bending studies at
developed and
optimized.
macro- and micro-level, and impact, cavitation-erosion,
and indentation measurements were used to analyze the
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coating properties related to damage tolerance (examples in Figure 2).
Furthermore, the effect of spray angle on the deposition efficiency and
coating quality, the spraying of multi-shaped components, and process
development for shaped components using robotics were researched
by industrial partners involved in the project.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. Various measurement techniques to evaluate the strain-to-fracture and
ductility properties of ceramic coatings. a) 4-point bending test with acoustic emission detection; b) in-situ bending test with SEM imaging; and c) micro-impact testing of the surface of ceramic coatings

Company
impact

“The research done on the Hybrid materials project gave valuable information on factors affecting the toughness of brittle ceramic coatings
and their measurement methods. This serves as the basis for further
development of more ductile ceramic composite coatings.”
Jari Knuuttila, director, Millidyne Oy

Fracture toughness improvements in Cr2O3 were obtained by adding
graphene-based materials to the matrix. In addition, different ceramics
known to have high toughness were applied for the same purpose. Fracture toughness of Cr2O3 was improved almost four-fold by the addition
of only 1 vol% of graphene oxide. Moreover, when Cr2O3 was modified by
1 vol% nano-size ZrO2, three times better fracture toughness was
achieved without compromising its hardness. The highest improvements of fracture toughness were 3.8 fold with the addition of chemically mixed graphene oxide and 3.5 fold with
3–4 fold increase in
Al2O3 + 5 vol% Mo additive respectively. For the latter,
toughness with
when the additive amount was 1 vol% the improvement
graphene oxide and
was
3.1 fold, while the hardness was even higher than
other nanoadditives
pure Cr2O3. The results are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Change in hardness and fracture toughness of Cr2O3 composites relative
to pure Cr2O3 with the addition of: a) rGO, b) nano-sized ceramics, and c) Al2O3
with Mo.

In this approach, the most significant result was improving the fracture
toughness without compromising the hardness of the original material.
Therefore, there was interest from companies especially with regard to
graphene-containing materials. The challenges were homogeneous mixing of rGO in a ceramic matrix (e.g. chemical mixing made a significant
difference) and keeping the additive amount low.
In the modeling research, the approach was to integrate the process-structure-property-performance linkage through modeling and
simulation, as well as by experimental techniques. Modeling actions focused on material processing (a phase field code developed by VTT in
collaboration with McGill University, e.g. solidification models with different cooling rates) and mechanical performance (e.g. the effect of coating
structure on damage tolerance), for which an example is shown in Figure
4. New metallic, ceramic, and composite powders and coatings were
manufactured, and performance was validated through experimental
efforts. For example, a new type of ceramic coating with small inclusions
of metallic phase was discovered through modeling, and experimental
efforts aimed for a coating that has the wear and corrosion resistance
of a ceramic coating but the ductility and damage tolerance of a metallic
coating.

Figure 4. Microstructural model of a thermally sprayed ceramic coating and its
modeled behavior under loading
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Understanding the interfacial properties of diamond
particles and braze coatings
Diamond is the hardest material and therefore it is the most wear-resistant solution for grinding grits in novel mechanical pulp-manufacturing
process equipment (Figure 5). The objective of the research related to
understanding the properties of brazed coatings with diamond grinding
grits was to increase understanding of interactions and interfaces between abrasive particles and filler metal materials in vacuum-brazed
surfaces, solidification mechanisms and resulting structures in filler
metal with various combinations and ratios of filler metal components,
the roles of filler metal components in melting characteristics, wetting
characteristics, interactions between filler metal and abrasive particles,
factors affecting corrosion resistance in respect of the above, factors affecting the ductility of joints in brazed systems, and increasing general
understanding of production and characteristics of coated abrasive products in Finland. The work concentrated on brazing of super-abrasive diamond single crystals with nickel-based, corrosion-resistant, and highstrength braze materials. The basic motivation for the studies was to
achieve a fundamental understanding of the processing mechanisms,
the material structures in the layers between the braze and diamonds,
the level of mechanical strength of the braze joint with diamond, and the
interfacial properties of the multifunctional abrasive surfaces.

Figure 5. Multifunctional brazed coatings with diamond grinding grits in mechanical pulp-manufacturing equipment

Detailed information about the braze structures were collected and analyzed using modern research methods, from different braze material
options and brazing procedures. This was done to produce new scientific
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information on the effects of brazing process parameters and braze
material parameters on the structure of the construction. Altogether, the
results led to better performance of final products and a basis for new
applications with brazed diamonds with high strength and corrosion resistance. In the brazing process, the silicon and particularly chromium
used as alloying elements in the brazing material react with the surface
of the diamond crystal, which influences the diamond surface, wettability,
and interfacial microstructure of the braze layer. Thin carbide layers on
the diamond surfaces are formed, improving the wetting behavior and
diamond hard particle bonding to the braze material (Figure 6). However,
the surface of the diamond is also affected by the reaction, leading to carbon dissolution and the formation of a rough diamond surface after brazing, which can reduce the mechanical strength of the diamond crystals.
High residual stresses are formed after cooling down the construction
to the ambient temperature. These interfacial reactions are expected to
define the mechanical usability of the abrasive tools manufactured by
this technique to withstand the hard operation conditions in which they
are used.
During the studies, it became evident that the braze materials used
at this time as high-strength and corrosion-resistant brazes are not optimum materials when super-abrasives like diamond are brazed. These
materials were developed for brazing stainless steels and other metallic
materials. In particular, the high chromium content of these alloys reacts
with the carbon of the diamond and the mechanical strength of diamond
single crystals is lost. This is the main reason why development work on
new, more suitable brazing alloys has started on the basis of the results
of this project: the achieved project results give good guidelines and a
basis for this further important development work.

a)

b)
Figure 6. a) Carbide layer between the diamond single crystal and the braze material; diamond is seen as black in the upper part of the image, and b) diamond
single crystals brazed with nickel-based braze material on the tool surface

It became evident that the mechanical properties of the diamond single
crystals can be improved if the brazing materials are developed to be
more suitable for brazing the diamond. More effective and durable grind-
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ing tools are to be developed and produced with optimized interface
structures between the diamond particles and the braze coating material
chemistry. In general, this kind of hybrid material tool can be used in hard
material (stone, concrete, etc.) cutting, drilling, and finishing, and also in
other applications where hard materials are involved. This gives us the
chance to develop and produce better-lasting and more stable energyefficient grinding surfaces for different applications.

Thermal properties of thick ceramic coatings and bulk
linings for power generation boilers
Part of the fluidized bed boiler is covered with refractory materials. The
importance of the thermal properties of refractories in boilers is increasing, as a large portion of the boiler is a furnace is covered with refractory
materials, when dirty fuels are combusted. The results were in improving
the capability for understanding the thermal properties of refractory materials and in designing optimized refractory linings for boilers. Improvements in the capability for testing thermal properties of refractories were
also obtained. Incinerator furnaces are today increasingly deployed in
power generation processes. In these processes, it is crucial that just the
right amount of thermal energy can be taken in each process segment.
This can be accomplished by the proper design of boiler linings. For this,
the right information about thermal resistances in the lining cross-section is important. Thermal resistance in the boiler lining is a sum of the
thermal resistances of the constituents of the lining cross-section. In refractory lining, there is a castable refractory with thickness of a few centimeters, which is anchored by studs with metal tubing. The thermal contact resistance in the castable/metal interface has so far been more or
less unclear. However, it can play an important role in total heat transfer.
Different thermal response measurements were accomplished to explore the thermal properties in each part of the refractory lining. In addition to the scientific effort in the project, new practical equipment for
the measurement of the thermal response of refractory lining was conceived. Later, this work initiated a new bilateral project with one industrial
partner.
Thermal diffusivities of pressure vessel steel, ceramics, and their
stacked combinations were measured. From the measured diffusivities,
thermal conductivity and thermal resistance were calculated using the
following formulas:
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where (k) represents thermal conductivity (W/mK), α thermal diffusivity
(m2/s), cp (T) specific heat (J/kgK), ρ(T) density (kg/m3), R the sum of all
thermal resistances in layered material (m2K/W), li thickness of an material layer, and Rci,i+1 thermal contact resistance in interfaces. Thermal
conductance was readily calculated, since it is the reciprocal of thermal
resistance. First measuring steel, oxidized steel, and ceramic samples
individually, and then as a stacked free-standing installation, made it possible to calculate only thermal contact resistance and conductance incorporated in the steel/ceramic interface.
In order to reach comparable operational conditions, steel samples
were heat-treated at 450°C and 650°C to grow an oxide layer on top of
the steel samples. From the calculated results, only thermal contact resistance and conductance of the interface could be extracted. Thermal
contact resistances of the studied interfaces are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Thermal resistances of sample interfaces (three bars from the left) and
reference refractory lining with a thickness of 25 mm and thermal conductivity
10 W/mK

The thermal resistance of paint at the metal surface was also measured,
to find the increment of a thin paint coating to total thermal resistance.
The importance of a 50 µm thick paint coating to total thermal resistance
was found to be negligible.
A new approach for metering thermal contact conductance by using
existing thermal analysis equipment was verified, and these values were
measured for the first time. This information can be used in lining design,
and the discovered method can be deployed in the future to study similar
cases. What remained was a need to study both surface metrology and
thermal contact conductance, since surface and thus contact quality apparently control the thermal contact conductance at the interface. There
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is also a need to compare thermal conductivity, and hence thermal conductance results achieved by laboratory-scale transient methods, and
results achieved by steady state methods, since in practice the heat
transfer in the refractory lining is more stationary.
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Damage detection and intelligent sensing
Summary of
the project’s
motivation and
achievements

Key results
and impacts

T

he Damage detection and intelligent sensing part of the project was
created to give answers to a very important question in industrial
applications: how to obtain information on a mechanical event in
an electronic form. This general description of the problem can be best
understood using some practical examples. For instance, monitoring the
condition of a safety-critical mechanical component, such as those found
in elevators, requires some sort of signal that can be measured, analyzed,
and stored. Similarly, monitoring of process conditions is essential for
producing high-quality products, such as paper and cardboard. It is clear
that these measurements should be sensitive enough to give an early
warning if something is wrong. In addition, the operator of a machine can
introduce a mechanical input, for example by touching a surface, and
this input should be transformed into an electronic signal that controls
the machine.
Several new implementations of damage detection and
sensing were developed during the project. This was
Better sensor
materials
achieved by designing better sensor materials that are easy
and several
to apply and are able to operate at high temperatures, as well
dedicated
as dedicated detection systems tailored for specific applicadetection
tions. Extensive testing in the field of detection and sensing
systems
has significantly improved the competence and understanddeveloped.
ing to develop new methods and materials for specific applications. The benefits and drawbacks of each system have
been established and the factors affecting performance are
understood.

Non-destructive evaluation of composites
Composites are materials that consist of two or more constituents with
differing properties. The performance of the composite is fully dependent
on the interplay of the individual constituents. For example, in fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) matrix composites, the strong fibers carry the load
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while the adhesive matrix binds and protects the fibers. In addition, protective coatings can be applied. Because of the heterogeneous composition inherent in FRPs, they have characteristic behavior and failure
modes, which are different compared to homogeneous structural materials such as metals. For example, the fibers can fail, the matrix can fail,
or the fibers can debond from the matrix. Furthermore, interply failure
of laminated structures can occur, called delamination (Figure 1). Due to
the numerous possible loading cases, and a multitude of defects and
failure modes, assessing the damage state and performance of composites is a complex task.

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope image of the cross-section featuring
the delamination plane. The rods are carbon fibers tied together with a polymer
matrix

The general principle of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) is simple. An
input of energy is needed and the output is monitored. In order to detect
a defect, two requirements must be met. First, there must be contrast between the damaged state and the intact (reference) state. Second, sufficient spatial resolution must be achieved to see local changes. However,
each application is different and the detection equipment and data analysis are continuously being developed. The project started with a general
investigation of the capabilities of current and known methods. Due to
the multiple constituents in FRPs, anisotropic properties, protective coatings used, and underlying substrates, many of the methods developed
for traditional structural materials, meaning metal alloys, are not suitable.
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It also became clear that matrix damage, fiber damage, and residual
strain measurement often require separate detection methods. The increased understanding of the behavior of the composite during standard
inspection led to focused development work on a few of the most promising techniques.

Company
impact

“We constantly need to improve our production efficiency and product
quality as we are increasingly working with global oEMs that demand
robust high-quality manufacturing. NDT methods help us on production
lines to measure both quality and efficiency. In this research project,
we were able to focus on the possible manufacturing defects and NDT
methods that could help track them when defects are not visible. In addition, the understanding of initial defects and their propagation has
helped us to set criteria in our quality control.”
Mikko Lassila, group sales development manager, Exel Composites

Developing a damage detection system for composites is challenging,
due to the different damage types that can occur. However, developing
new methods in laboratory conditions requires controlled specimens for
testing. Controlled artificial defects that are used are drilled holes, machined V-grooves, sub-critical mechanical loading, and drop-weight impact damage (Figure 2). These defects are used to assess the capabilities
of the tested detection method. Once the method has been optimized,
more realistic defects can be introduced. Such samples include accelerated tests in realistic conditions (delamination damage) and manufacturing imperfections produced on the actual production line (voids, improper cure of resin system, residual strains). Extreme hot/wet conditions have also been proven to reduce the fatigue performance of fiberreinforced polymer composites, lowering matrix properties and leading
to delamination.

Figure 2. Drilled flat-bottomed holes for testing the resolution and contrast of
various inspection methods
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Elevator ropes used by KONE and made from composite materials are a good example of an application in which non-destructive evaluation is needed for safe operation. One of the
methods adapted for this type of product is ultrasonic testing
(uT). Ultrasonic testing is and has been the most used NDT
method for composites, because their application is critical
for safety components. The method relies on sending acoustic waves inside the component in the range of 1–20 MHz and
measuring the intensity of the reflected signals. The received
signals are generated at points of inhomogeneity in the material, where
the acoustic impedance of the excitation wave changes. This means that
composite-specific defects such as delaminations and voids can be detected (Figure 3). Phased Array UT is the next step from traditional ultrasonic imaging, in which multiple transducers are fired in a varying sequence to create a focused wave front that greatly improves the resolution of the method. The use of multiple transducers also enables inspection of larger areas with a single scan. Due to their favorable orientation
in relation to the ultrasonic excitation wave, delamination can easily be
spotted in the rope. The downside of the method lies in the fact that, to
ensure adequate transmission of the signal to the inspected component,
a coupling medium, most often water or gel, is needed for inspection. This
makes it more challenging to adapt the technology to elevator conditions.
However, the ultrasonic inspection method has already been adapted by
KONE for characterization and quality control purposes.

Ultrasonic inspection
method has already
been adapted by KONE
for characterization
and quality control
purposes.

Company
impact

“NDT methods have given us deeper understanding of carbon-fiber reinforced plastics and thus played an integral role in improving our product. In long products, such as elevator ropes, assessing the worst-case
performance is a tedious task. ultrasonic testing made it possible to
direct our testing to imperfect parts of the rope and helped us evaluate
the worst-case performance with confidence.”
Mika Juntunen, senior specialist, KONE
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Figure 3. Ultrasonic A- and C-scan image of a detected anomaly in the mid-plane
of one of the CFRPs (carbon fiber reinforced composite). The top four red bars
represent the top echoes from the CFRPs, and the lower red bars represent the
echo from the bottom of the CFRPs. During the implementation of UT, it was necessary to characterize these findings more precisely, which is why samples were
cut and sent to the University of Jyväskylä for 3D microtomography (µCT)

Figure 4. A high resolution image of the UT anomaly seen in Figure 3. Due to the
physics of the imaging device, the CFRP appears circular. The white circles propagating from the middle are imaging artefacts. The fiber ends are seen as grey
round profiles inside the darker matrix area. In the center, we clearly see a void,
which is trapped air inside the CFRP
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Ultrasonic inspection is sensitive to interfaces perpendicular to the wave propagation, and good results were
achieved when looking for delaminations and voids. However, fiber breaks are usually distributed over an area,
and the discontinuities are at a less favorable orientation
to the ultrasonic probes. Using the electromagnetic properties of carbon fiber enables the use of eddy current
testing. Eddy currents are a result of an alternating current in a coil, causing a changing magnetic field, which
in turn causes induction of circular currents (or eddies)
in a conductive material. The induced currents cause a
magnetic field themselves, which affects the electrical
impedance of the coil (mutual induction). Monitoring the impedance
changes gives an indication of the changes in conductivity and the formation of eddy currents (Figure 5). Broken fibers hinder the path of eddy
currents and affect the local conductivity of the material.

Eddy current testing
is a good method of
detecting local fiber
breaks. The results
of laboratory-scale
experiments are
being transferred to
a system capable of
damage detection in
field conditions.

Figure 5. Three-point bent sample with broken fibers in the middle. A change in
impedance is seen in comparison to the intact surrounding material

Another example of non-destructive evaluation is the use of optical fibers
to measure residual strains in composites. Residual strains arise during
manufacturing and can lead to debonding from a substrate, delamination,
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or lowered fatigue life. The roll covers used by Valmet in their paper machines are critical for the reliable production of high-quality paper. Residual strains can degrade performance and cause sudden failures during
operation. Quantifying residual strains non-destructively in composites
is not as easy as for homogeneous crystalline materials, where x-ray
diffraction can be used. Embedded strain sensors, such as optical fibers
with Bragg gratings, provide a means to monitor strain levels in composites during and after the manufacturing process (Figure 6). The work done
in this project using sensors tailored by the Institute of Nanostructures,
Nanomodelling and Nanofabrication (Portugal) showed that significant
residual hoop strains (0.2%) remain in the top cover after processing. Being aware of the magnitude and direction of the strains makes it possible
to take them into account during design, manufacture, and modeling. The
sensors can also be used to monitor any structural changes that occur
in the material during use.

Figure 6. Layered structure of a roll cover used in paper machines. Optical
fibers measure the strains in various directions and locations

Several new detection systems were developed to monitor composite
components. Monitoring makes it possible to guarantee safe operation,
as well as to save costs by reducing unnecessary or sudden maintenance.
The impact is significant, because it enables the use of the full potential
of high-performance composite materials. In other words, significant material and energy savings can be made without compromising safety and
reliability. However, detecting and localizing damage are the first steps
in condition monitoring and evaluation. Determining the effect of the observed defect and the subsequent action are also required. Non-destructive evaluation of the effect of a defect needs to be based on modeling,
since the actual component in use cannot be tested to failure and a completely identical test specimen is impossible to produce. Therefore, models predicting the remaining life and performance are needed, in addition
to the detection methods developed in this project.
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Intelligent sensing
Sensing is similar to non-destructive evaluation. In both cases, a signal
is required to tell the user something about the changed state of the component. The new state can be a random occurrence of damage, a variation
in process parameters, or an input from the user, such as by touch. In all
cases, the mechanical change in state needs to be converted into an electronic signal for further manipulation. For example, embedding electromechanical films into paper rolls enables the monitoring of nip pressure distribution (Figure 7). Touchscreens are another good example of
an application that uses the conversion of a mechanical event into an
electronic signal.

Figure 7. Amplified signal amplitude against application pressure for developed
EM film sensor material without heat treatment and with 130°C short-period (a
few hours) heat treatment

New polymer materials for electromechanical sensing at elevated temperatures were developed. The main targets and motivation for the project
were to form an overall thermally durable cellular film by combination of
suitable plastic grades and micro/nano-fillers, and to develop adequate
nano-dispersion and optimal cellular film structure in industrial-scale production. New polypropylene (PP), cyclo-olefine (COC), and polyhedral
silsesquioxane (POSS) based electromechanical (EM) films
were produced, which can withstand long-term use at least up
to 110°C, medium-term use at least up to 130°C, and short-term
New electrothermal shocks at least up to 220°C. The developed film has
mechanical sensing
also passed preliminary testing for thermally more demanding
film – a robust
and cost-efficient
industrial application at Valmet Technologies Oy. The major insolution for indusnovation potential is based on the EM function that can be adopttrial applications.
ed with fewer processing steps, and thus more cost effectively,
for bulk plastic and thermoset elastomer structures.
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Piezoelectric thick film inks were also developed. The best inks obtained
a record-breaking piezoelectric charge coefficient d31 of -25-40 pC/N for
steel substrate and as high as -60 pC/N for polymer substrates. The results
have been obtained by systematic research of the electromechanical properties, and modeling with respect to the processing
parameters and surface modifications of the piezoelectric ceramic filler particles. The results enable rePiezoelectric thick film
alization of high-sensitivity sensor elements on flexiinks with record-breakble substrate (Figure 8) or directly applied sensors in,
ing piezoelectric charge
coefficient developed.
for example, steel structures for large surfaces for different types of monitoring purposes and IoT solutions.

Figure 8. Piezoelectric ink (light yellow)
printed on PET film with top and bottom
electrodes (gray)

In addition, thermoplastic piezoelectric composites to withstand elevated temperatures were developed and tested. The developed material
enabled the realization of sensor elements by injection molding and by
extrusion, enabling series production or even continuous fabrication of
long sensor ribbons. Such ribbons can be applied on, for example, curved
surfaces (Figure 9) as long sensor arrays, as cost-effective and flexible
solutions for different types of force and pressure detection for advanced
process and condition monitoring.

Figure 9. Bent extruded piezoelectric
composite ribbon
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An autonomous piezo element-based pressure measurement system
(Figure 10) with wireless data transfer was developed and demonstrated
in order to exploit the potential of the developed sensor technology. The
demonstrated concept was based on the fact that a piezo element generates an electric signal once it is stressed mechanically. By adding the
printed antenna directly to the piezo element, the mechanical deformation of the sensing element caused by pressure change can be directly
converted to an electromagnetic signal. That signal can then be transferred wirelessly to the secondary antenna without any additional electronics. Once transmitted to the secondary antenna, the pressure signal
from the piezo element can be read remotely.

Figure 10. Schematic of the developed system to demonstrate
the autonomously working pressure sensor system

The accumulated processing and material know-how can be utilized for
the development of injection-molded parts in numerous sectors like ICT:
durable user interfaces like keyboards and touch screens; consumer
goods: white appliances and household electronics parts made of bulk
plastic like touch-sensitive surface and control panels for washers, coffee
machines, televisions, and microwave ovens; transport:
structural vibration and condition monitoring in airplanes,
Autonomous piezo
driver-activity monitoring integrated in the seat structure
element-based pressure
in cars and utility vehicles, and other switches, keyboards,
sensors have huge
and touch-sensitive surfaces in interior parts. Additionally,
application potential.
large-area touch-sensitive “skins” for robots can be envisioned by utilizing these simple but intelligent bulk plastic
parts. The EM function can be integrated to add value to
tubes/hoses (flow monitoring), belts (load and presence monitoring),
appliances (touch-sensitive parts to become user interfaces), flooring
(medical use for heartbeat, breath rate, seizures, and activity monitoring),
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and shoes (activity and posture monitoring). Globally, there are several
thousand paper and board machines. Each of these machines could benefit from 5 –10 intelligent rolls with embedded sensors. Moreover, the intelligent rolls could also be used on stretching rolls in plastic film lines
or in other production lines where smart rolls could be utilized. This will
thus have an impact on both paper, plastic, and other roll production lines,
making them more competitive and resource efficient. Autonomously
working sensors systems are a very interesting concept to be utilized in
industrial applications, since the piezo element and the antenna can be
embedded into machines.

Further
information
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estrictions and legislation, as well as increased
demands for safety and productivity, are setting
The circular economy
new requirements for the design of materials
requires crushing
of waste materials
and structures. For example, mobile machinery
on site – urban envishould be able to operate in an urban environment
ronments set high
without disturbing the surrounding area. In the worst
requirements for
case, the permitted operation time of machinery is limnoise control.
ited, if required noise and vibration levels are not
reached. This directly affects the productivity and competitiveness of the industry.
For the circular economy, on-site processing of materials is mandatory in many cases. In the case of recycling of construction materials by
crushing, on-site processing provides benefits for the customer and the
environment by minimizing traffic. At the same time, the contractor's
margin is improved. Legislation is setting restrictions in Finland, and operating less than 300 meters from residential and cottage buildings calls
for specific measures to certify that permitted daytime noise limits are
not exceeded. Noise control, in addition to dust control, is critical. In addition to legislation, citizen experience and social acceptance are important.

“Today, our customers are facing more and more demanding environmental requirements in their crushing and screening operations. During the Hybrids project we significantly improved our understanding
of crushing noise and learned how to reduce the environmental impact
of our products.”
Juhamatti Heikkilä, manager, product safety, Metso Minerals, Inc.
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Figure 1. Crushing station equipped with prototype noise shield operating in the
middle of a residential area

In this project, the noise-control system and noise reduction have been
approached from the perspective of shielding, also improving dust protection. In the project, it has been confirmed that the parallel process that
serves as noise reduction is also suitable for the assessment of environmental noise from nearby residents in terms of annoyance. The process
now improves the audio quality indicators or their combinations, instead
of just noise emission reduction.
The main target of the project was to achieve significant improvements in noise and vibration control through the application of multifunctional low-weight hybrid structures, as illustrated in Figure 1. The main focus was on the development of add-on and multipurpose
noise and vibration control concepts and solutions. A link between perceived noise and the control strategy was estabMultifunctional
lished. Furthermore, understanding of the environmental
low-weight
hybrid structures
noise characteristics and audible models was developed.
for noise control.
The solution concepts are generic and applicable to other
machinery as well.

Figure 2. The concept: controlling noise from source to citizen
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Motivation
In the crushing of hard minerals, large
Comprehensive
forces are needed in order to break the
understanding and
rock. Inevitably, the forces fluctuate in the
solutions for noise
crushing process. These fluctuating forces
control – from source
cause dynamic excitations. The crushing
to citizen.
and screening equipment surfaces and
disintegrating rocks radiate noise. In urban areas, crushing processes are restricted to certain times of the day
due to noise pollution. Consequently, improvements in noise control are
sought.
There have been a lot of attempts to reduce crushing noise. However, noise reduction solutions should not complicate or compromise
the actual crushing process. The noise reduction solutions should be
easy to achieve through add-on components or should be elementally
integrated into the equipment. Noise reduction can also be achieved
through equipment redesign. The redesign can, obviously, enhance the
actual crushing process. However, the latter measures are not within
the scope of the study at hand.

Key results
and impacts

Groundbreaking results were achieved with new crushing machine concepts and in all three research areas: sound absorption, sound insulation, and sound quality. The successful noise control solutions developed
in this project can lead to totally new products for the mining and construction business, and can benefit other industry segments as well.
For new crushing machine concepts, simulations, structures, and measurements were developed, and prototypes
were tested and verified in a real crushing proNew crushing
cess by Metso Minerals, in co-operation with Mamachine concept.
chinery Acoustics.
For sound absorption and insulation, developed vibro-acoustic modeling
and characterization tools for materials and structures act as a basis for
developing multipurpose, hybrid noise-control solutions. The hybrid material structures were studied and developed for this purpose. The best
solution concepts were tested as prototypes in the project. VTT was mainly responsible for this research, in co-operation with NMC Cellfoam. NMC
Cellfoam also developed their own know-how related to material properties.
For sound quality, the main result is establishing a virtual platform
for a fast development process and optimized solutions. The platform
enables the combination of separate research results in one tool, to evaluate how different noise-controlling attempts affect perceived noise. Virtual enclosure is the key element of such a platform. The virtual enclo-
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sure concept combines absorption material results with results of
lightweight periodic structures, and audible and measurable noise in the
audible model. With that, the citizen experience can be evaluated and the
evaluation results can be fed back into material development to improve
and optimize the situation. VTT created the virtual platform and virtual
enclosure concept.
In co-operation with the partners, Machinery Acoustics developed
expertise in the fields of citizen experience, social acceptance of noise,
and sound quality to the level of commercial service. The main customers are expected to be among the DIMECC HYBRIDS and BSA program participants.

Figure 3. An example of Machinery Acoustics measurements using their expertise and commercial software

Sound absorption
The microstructure of acoustic materials mainly determines their acoustic properties and performance. For that, new acoustic material solutions
were developed and optimized. Tools to predict interdependency between the material microstructure, macroscopic parameters, and acoustic performance were created. Such tools were utilized to improve knowledge of the relations between microstructural features and absorption
properties, and finally acoustic performance.
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Figure 4. Novel virtual tools created for microstructural features

The feasibility of commercial software (GeoDict) to predict acoustic parameters from an absorption material microstructure by utilizing 3D
imaging techniques was studied. In addition, the software’s applicability
as a tool for defining the interactions between the absorption material
microstructure, acoustic parameters, and performance was studied.
Software feasibility validation was done using two example cases for a
typical sound absorption material, melamine foam. The simulated results were compared to the measurements results.
In the first case, a 3D tomography image of melamine foam was imported to the software, and in the second case, the software was used to
create the virtual foam model from the identified geometrical parameters of scanning electron microscopy micrographs of the melamine
foam. In both cases, the software was used to calculate the acoustic parameters, and the results were compared to the measurement results.
A more detailed evaluation of the commercial software feasibility is in
the proceedings of the Akustiikkapäivät 2015 conference (Karhu et al.
2015).
The multi-scale computation method was implemented for acoustic purposes. The method controls the chain of parameters, including the
relations between the microscopic, macroscopic, and acoustic parame-
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ters, and the performance of sound absorbing materials. The chain of
parameters is presented in Figure 5.
In the frequency-dependent direct numerical approach, the acoustic parameters are directly computed from the micro-scale parameters
using Comsol. In the static hybrid numerical approach, the macro-scale
parameters are computed from the micro-scale parameters using Comsol, and the corresponding acoustic parameters are further computed
using MATLAB. The acoustic performance is computed using MATLAB.

Figure 5. Chain of parameters in controlling the performance of sound-absorbing
materials

The multi-scale computation methods presume periodic structures consisting of similar unit cells and periodic boundary conditions between individual unit cells. The method has been tested on three unit cell constructions of spheres, as presented in Figure 6. The acoustic performance (absorption coefficient) of the constructions is presented in Figure
7, calculated in this study, and presented by Lee, Leamy, and Nadler
(2009). The similarity is obvious.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 6. Test computation unit cell constructions: a) simple cubic (SC), b) bodycentered cubic (BCC), and c) face-centered cubic (FCC)
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Figure 7. Absorption coefficients of test constructions. 100 mm sample with rigid
boundary, normal sound incidence

The main benefit of using multi-scale methods in acoustics is that the
acoustic performance (i.e., the absorption coefficient) can be evaluated
by simulation without measurements. Furthermore, the acoustic performance can be enhanced by changing the micro-scale parameters in simulations. Thus, no trial-and-error test samples are needed, and the performance can be tuned at desired frequencies. The implemented multiscale model has been used in optimizing the sound absorption properties
of sandwiched gravel layers on the ground.

Sound insulation
Small mass and high stiffness are eligible properties of structures used
in machinery and vehicles. However, these properties, namely high specific stiffness, are potentially disadvantageous from a vibro-acoustic and
noise control point of view. High specific stiffness of a panel means a high
propagation speed of flexural waves. This, in turn, accounts for efficient
sound radiation and poor insulation properties.
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Conventional acoustic enhancement of lightweight structures uses
damping layers and extra mass, for example. In this work, new solutions
have been sought to enhance the acoustic properties of lightweight structures while maintaining high specific stiffness. Special attention has
been given to sandwich structures.
A sandwich structure is composed of two thin, stiff skins and a light,
relatively thick core. Insulation properties are largely governed by the
mechanical properties of the core. Modification of the core offers many
possibilities to gain better properties. One solution studied is the implementation of tailored patterns of voids in the core. Carefully designed periodic patterns (Figure 8) can be used to decrease the speed of flexural
waves and enhance insulation at high frequencies.

Figure 8. Core void patterns in a periodic cell of a sandwich panel

A new, emerging field of research is the application of locally resonant
acoustic metamaterials (LRAMs) for vibro-acoustic purposes. LRAMs
provide new, passive, integrated possibilities based on wave-filtering using bandgaps. A bandgap, or a stopband, means that structural waves
at certain frequencies do not propagate in a structure. Instead, they are rapidly attenuated. The effect
is not based on increased damping. It is based on the
Optimal sandwich
calculated utilization of localized resonances to
structures utilizing
counterforce the propagating waves. With limited
metamaterials and
modifications (voids, filled or not filled with other mamodeling.
terials) to the sandwich core, it may produce strong
filtering effects.
One challenge is the vast number of possible design solutions. We have
studied the automatic design of LRAM structures for a given bandgap
frequency and developed optimization tools. For example, resonator parameters and locations in a structure are varied to maximize the depth
of a bandgap.
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Optimal sandwich structures to generate bandgaps of the frequency response functions (e.g. mobility) are studied by a software system
combining optimization algorithms and structural analysis. Harmonic
force excitation is applied to a point or area in a sandwich panel or beam.
The response is observed at a desired point. The objective function to be
minimized is the maximum magnitude value of the response in a chosen
frequency range or in several ranges simultaneously.
The optimization problem is formulated as an equivalent min-max
problem. The computational tool for the general approach to different
problem types (including arbitrary geometry, structural periodicity, and
the multicriteria approach) is based here on MATLAB software combined
with ABAQUS finite element software for structural analyses. The design
variables include a wide variety of material and geometric parameters,
such as the main dimensions, thicknesses, resonator parameters and
locations, anisotropic material values, and shape parameters. The feasible set is defined by the variable bounds and relevant constraints on
the design variables and system functions.

Figure 9. General optimization problem and numerical optimization process of
a sandwich panel with five circular holes in the core. The objective function is a
point velocity and all the function generations during the process are shown (the
objective function value of the approximate optimal structure is 1/33 from the initial value)

There are a number of different solution methods for general nonlinear
optimization problems. The algorithms used here exploit the sensitivity
analysis of the system functions, and especially the SQP (sequential
quadratic programming) method. A benefit of the derivative-based methods is the accuracy and a reasonably fast convergence. The main disadvantage where structural analysis is concerned is the quite expensive
sensitivity analysis, which may, for large problems, be a serious problem.
In the present type of sandwich bandgap calculation, the instability of
the numerical solutions is also a challenge. Small variations in the design
vector can cause large fluctuations in the response, due to the many
close natural modes and the inaccuracy of the derivative calculation.
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After the need for bandgaps for acoustic or other reasons is identified, it is often advisable to try to design a structure that is easy to manufacture but that still fulfils all the problem requirements. For that purpose, one example choice here is a sandwich panel with uniform faces
and circular holes in the core, which is also favorable for optimization,
with rather few design variables (locations and radii of the holes). In Figure 9, the general optimization formulation and the progress of the numerical optimization process in a sandwich with five circular holes in
the core are presented.
Periodic structures are solved by targeting the optimization of the basic
cell and repeating that for the desired number of times. In Figure 10, an
example with four cells in a 2 x 2 format is shown. The previously determined bandgap location is 775 Hz – 785 Hz within the 0 Hz – 1 kHz total
range. As a result of optimization with at most 5 circular holes in the core,
the maximum response value in the bandgap range is 1% of the value of
the structure with no holes. Conducted tests shown that the numerical
optimal solution is rather sensitive to design value variation.

Figure 10. Bandgap optimization of a 2x2 periodic sandwich structure. Blue: initial structure with no holes; green: optimized structure with at most five circular holes

Typically, the optimization process results in a 95% to 99% descent from
the top value of the frequency response function in the desired frequency
range. The results show that even with rather simple structural modifications, like making circular holes in the core of the sandwich panel, a
bandgap-type solution can be achieved. If more advanced manufacturing
methods are available, the design space can be enlarged and the potential of the mathematical optimization process as a design tool increases
further.
While the presented approach to shape opNew tools and concepts
timization is implemented with fixed topology,
created for tailoring
general topology optimization with the possibillightweight, noise-critical
ity of topology change during optimization has
structures.
also been studied in this project. In this approach,
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the virtual density of each element in the finite element model is a design
variable, and that demands different methods for sensitivity analysis
from those in traditional shape optimization. The advantage of the topological approach is that generally optimal material distributions can be
achieved.
New tools and concepts for tailoring lightweight, noise-critical structures
have been created. Applications include cabins, partitions, enclosures,
and lightweight panels in general. One future development is topological
optimization for bandgaps. Another is to include vibro-acoustics intrinsically in optimization problem-solving.

Sound quality
The first step was to clarify the characteristics of the noise generated by
the crushing of hard minerals. The characteristics include the levels,
spectrum, and temporal effects. The noise from the rock-crushing stations was evaluated and analyzed on two sites, one in Vantaa and another
in Kalanti. The evaluation results from the Vantaa site were presented
at the Euronoise conference (Antila et al. 2015).
Annoyance from noise was studied by recording the noise on the
site, and computing the psychoacoustic parameters of the recorded and
synthesized noise. The recordings of the noise are especially important
in assessing the psychoacoustic features of the noise by post-analysis.
If only noise measurements are carried out, without the original recordings, such an analysis cannot be carried out.
The noise may be synthesized using the features of the recorded
sound. Using this information, the goal was to find measures to treat the most harmful noise frequencies effecCombining noise analyses
tively, and to save effort on other frequencies. Furtherand perception to develop
more, the vision is to be able to connect such know-how
hybrid materials and
seamlessly with material development, hybrid materials,
structures.
and structures.

Figure 11. Lemminkäinen’s asphalt plant, Lempäälä, on May 15, 2014
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Figure 12. An excursion to Lemminkäinen’s asphalt plant, Lempäälä, on May 15,
2014

Figure 13. The virtual enclosure concept consists of a modeled structure (enclosure) with a wide parameter set for sound insulation and absorption. The noise
is measured at a virtual evaluation point using the audible model, and its sound
quality aspects are ranked accordingly

The virtual enclosure concept links sound insulation, absorption, and
quality, as shown in Figure 12. Sound insulation and absorption characteristics of materials and structures are virtually
The novel virtual enclosure
evaluated. Key elements of the virtual enclosure
concept enables versatile
concept are the enclosure insertion loss (IL)
evaluation of sound insulation
model and the audible model, which is here
and absorption characteristics
based on earlier work, such as in a mine loader
of materials and structures.
(Antila & Kataja 2015).
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Figure 14. A two-source audible model to evaluate the effects of various structures on the sound quality of an audible noise

A two-source audible model was created to evaluate the effects of various structures on the sound quality, as illustrated in Figure 15. The noise
sources are close-recorded sound of the crusher and the screen. The
rock-crushing station in Kalanti consisted of these two components. The
crusher noise was treated with frequency-dependent insertion loss (IL)
virtual enclosure filters to mimic the effect of the actual enclosure. The
virtual enclosures were based on the developed periodic structures.
There were very lightweight and lightweight periodic structures, and
also structures without periodic treatment, following only the mass law.
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ociety imposes increasing requirements for energy efficiency, operational performance, durability, and safety in engineering and in various industrial sectors. New hybrid material solutions, together with
advanced modeling tools, are seen as enabling technologies to meet this
demand. With multicomponent materials, such as reinforced composites,
sandwich structures, and multilayer materials, overall performance of
structures can be improved and total costs of ownership minimized.
In all hybrid material applications, the adhesion between the constituents is the key challenge. Thus, adhesion mechanisms, methods to
improve durability, and technologies to monitor the state of adhesion are
studied and developed intensively. In addition, standard simulation programs typically disregard or simplify the complicated nature of adhesive
joints between dissimilar materials. Thus, simulation and modeling
methods also require further development.
The use of hybrid materials in challenging environments sets high
requirements for the reliability of their service life estimations. Mechanical degradation and mechanisms of failure are critical issues for fiberreinforced polymer matrix composites and other hybrid materials and,
consequently, need to be well understood. The degradation depends on
the individual material constituents and their interfaces, but also on other
factors such as the quality of manufacturing steps. Thus, the design approach for new structures should be based on in-depth knowledge of
the effects of different factors on interfacial durability.
This project concentrated on controlling the interfacial properties
in the hybrid materials. Different material combinations, such as adhesive
metal-composite, metal-rubber, and fiber-matrix interfaces were studied. The aim was to control and improve the chemical, mechanical, and
thermal properties of hybrid materials, and to be able to predict and monitor their behavior and lifetime in operational conditions. The emphasis
was on industrially sound methods that could be scaled into production.
Substantial effort was focused on the environmental resistance of
the interfaces. The structures were exposed to a variety of environments
and tested in different atmospheres to identify and separate the effects
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of individual environmental factors. Actual service environments, less
found from academic research reports, were used to ensure the relevance of the research results in the industry. In addition, close collaboration between the industrial and academic partners was sustained, to
ensure industrially applicable manufacturing and test methods.
Another target was to implement damage and failure criteria for
composite materials in modeling tools. In the industry, there is a need
for easy-to-use modeling tools that consider the realistic failure modes
of composites, such as delamination, which is one of the most typical
damage modes in composite materials. The objective was to incorporate
these failure mechanisms into the modeling tools already used in the industry, and to verify the results to prove that the implemented prototype
code is able to produce equivalent results.
In general, the newly developed methods and procedures improved the
performance of the hybrid materials, especially in harsh environments.
The methodologies were faster, simpler, and easier to scale upward and
implement into industrial environments when compared with traditional
ones. With more automated manufacturing methodologies, quality is easier to control and maintain, and
The new methodologies
that further improves the competitiveness of products.
are faster, simpler, and
In the following chapter, some key results from the proeasier to scale upwards.
ject are described. Figure 1 summarizes these cases.

Figure 1. Examples of the research cases in the project related to controlling
the interfacial properties in hybrid materials
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Key results CASE I:
and impacts The surface modification of steel to improve fatigue strength
of steel-composite adhesive joints
The long-term resistance of an adhesive bond depends on the type of
the substrate and adhesive, and the pre-treatment of the surface. To successfully produce a reliable bonding for harsh environments, one needs
to consider all the affecting factors, including the quality of manufacture.
Large surface areas often cause constraints for pre-treatment processes, and some commonly used methods cannot be employed. In this work,
an alternative pre-treatment method for a large roll steel surface with
a composite coating was studied. As a result, the long-term durability of
the interface can be significantly improved and the pre-treatment process modified in a cost-effective manner.
The pre-treatment of the surface can be optimized using an adhesion-promoting system that acts between the adhesive and the modified
substrate layer. The activity of the steel surface is increased with a
nanoscale silicate layer applied using chemical vapor deposition (Figure 2a). When applied together
The pre-treatment method
with a proper adhesion promoter, the silicate layer incan be automated, and it
creases the environmental resistance of the adhecan be applied to a wide
sive joint (Figure 2b). The pre-treatment method can
range of industrial sectors.
be automated, and it can be applied to a wide range
of industrial sectors.

a)

b)
Figure 2. a) Modification of a metal surface with the studied pre-treatment method,
b) thin silicate layer on top of the surface, produced by the studied pre-treatment
method

By shortening the time used for the pre-treatment phase, the total working time required for the composite coating process can also be reduced.
In applications where large surfaces are processed, the formation of
cracks and voids is inevitable, and good production quality can only be
ensured by precise process control and quality management. The chemical vapor deposition can be highly parameterized, which enables easy
process control.
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The testing procedure is based on a single lap shear (SLS) specimen, and
it enables accelerated fatigue testing of various adhesive systems in
water immersion at elevated temperatures. Using both test routines, fatigue and static, the long-term performance of a joint can be tested in a
systematic and cost-effective manner. Using the testing routine, a pretreatment method can be tailored to meet the requirements of the application, to include the optimization of material and pre-treatment process
parameters for various products.
A further step, in addition to interface testing, is applying the pretreatment method as a part of the manufacturing process. This means
the modification of the processing equipment for large roll production.
It also means taking some challenges of flammable gases and liquids in
the surrounding environment into consideration. In the developed joining
system, toxic by-products are minimized and, at the same time, material
and energy savings are achieved.

CASE II:
The effect of surface treatments on the durability of
steel-rubber adhesion
In hybrid materials, the use of different materials is determined by the
specific requirements of a certain part of the structure. For example, certain elastomers possess a unique property combination of low stiffness
and moderate strength, together with excellent chemical resistance.
Therefore, they are used, for example, in the chemical industry as linings
to protect metallic parts from corrosion and wear. However, the advantage of hybrids is achieved only if the components are well adhered to
each other, and the interfaces maintain their properties throughout the
service life of the product.
The joining of metal and rubber is achieved by an approach that
combines different surface treatments of metal with adhesion-promoting chemicals and adhesives. In the operation environment, the diffusion
of hot moisture and other chemicals through the rubber lining into the
interface may cause premature failure of the rubber lining. An effective
design approach of the rubber linings requires detailed knowledge of
the individual and combined effects of different interfacial pre-treatments, as well as of adequate test methods.
In this study, combinations of different surface treatments, namely
sand blasting and two different silane treatments, were used prior to the
adhesive treatment on stainless steel inserts. Subsequently, bromobutyl
rubber (BIIR) was vulcanized on both sides of the steel, and the samples
were subjected to water immersion at 95ºC. The test specimen design
was similar to the actual design. Previously, it was shown that pure water,
instead of the water-acid solution of the actual service environment, results in conservative test results. Thus, water was used in the tests.
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During the 12-week exposure, the peel strength of the steel rubber
interface decreased by 40–95% from the original value of 11 N/mm, depending on the surface treatment combination. Initially, the fracture location was inside the rubber (cohesive fracture), indicating sufficient interfacial quality. As the peel strength decreased, there was a strong correlation between it and the fracture location (fraction of cohesive fracture). Although a cost-effective manufacturing method that would be
simple and straightforward was originally targeted, the best results were
achieved by a combination of three different pre-treatment steps. However, the silane treatment that led to the best results is easy to implement
in an industrial process, and is applicable for complex substrate shapes,
being thus a feasible option to improve steel-rubber adhesion in practice.

Figure 3. The peel strength (dots) and the fracture location (lines) for super duplex
stainless steel – rubber interfaces subjected to water immersion at 95ºC

Company
impact

“The results of the research will be utilized directly in the design and
selection of steel-rubber components. The results help to optimize the
manufacturing process, to improve the quality of the steel-rubber components, and to prolong their lifetime. The results of this project enable
us to select competitive hybrid solutions and to increase the reliability
of our products.”
Mari Lindgren, development manager, Outotec
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CASE III:
A new approach to aramid fiber surface modification
Aramid fibers are high-performance materials with excellent thermal
and mechanical properties. These synthetic fibers were first developed
in the early 1960s and have established themselves as the ultimate material in fiber-reinforced composites for demanding applications, such
as hoses, tires, and bulletproof vests. However, the aramid fiber surface
is very smooth and chemically inert, making it very difficult to achieve
good adhesion between the fibers and matrix material. This hinders the
utilization of the full potential of aramid fibers in composites.
Tightening environmental regulations and the specific shortcomings of the traditional aramid surface treatments encourage the development of novel methods for the composite and fiber manufacturing industry. Recently, some new methods have been introduced, offering significant advantages over the more traditional chemical and plasma treatments, such as zero negative impact on the mechanical properties of the
fibers, suitability for a broader range of matrix materials, and improved
storage life. However, all of these novel methods include several elaborate process steps, which can be very difficult to scale up to meet the demands of industrial production.
Mechanical interlocking
through nanoparticles
produced on aramid
fibers led to strong interfacial adhesion.

With the used method,
aramid fibers can be
tailored to suit a broad
variety of composite
products.

To combat these problems, this study presents a novel
approach to modifying aramid fiber surfaces for improved fiber-matrix adhesion. The method creates
nanoparticles on the aramid fiber surface via microwave irradiation (Figure 4). These particles enable
mechanical interlocking between the fibers and the matrix, creating a strong interfacial bond. By increasing the
amount of nanoparticles on the fiber surface, the adhesion between the fibers and matrix also increased. In
this way, fiber material can be tailored to suit a broad
variety of composite products. Most of the traditional
adhesion-promotion methods are based on improving
the chemical adhesion and are thus matrix specific.

With this surface treatment method, the adhesion between aramid fiber
bundles and a rubber matrix increased by ~260% when compared to untreated aramid fibers (Figure 5). The improvement correlated with treatment duration and an additional treatment step (pre-wash), which
means that the outcome of the process can be controlled by controlling
the irradiation time, which directly influences the growth of nanoparticles. In addition, the best results were achieved with pre-washed fibers
from which the manufacturing-related surface sizing had been removed.
From an industrial manufacturing point of view, this is trouble-free
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because the microwave treatment could be placed right after the coagulation bath, before any surface sizing is added to the fiber surface. Tensile testing of the fibers revealed that the method has no negative impact
on the tensile properties of the fibers.

a)

b)

Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy images of: a) untreated aramid fiber,
and b) microwave surface-treated aramid fiber
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Figure 5. Bundle pull-out test results of aramid fiber in rubber, as a function of
the surface treatment duration [Palola et al. 2016]

Although the developed method was demonstrated only on a laboratory scale, it is a good basis for
up-scaling and for industrial implementation. The
benefit of using microwaves is that this transfers
energy rapidly throughout the whole bulk of the material, enabling faster turnaround times and less
wasted energy. Thus, the method is simple and

Microwave-assisted
aramid surface modification – environmentally
friendly, scalable, and
effective.
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rapid. In addition, microwaves are already utilized in industrial processes,
for example, in curing epoxy composites and in surface activation of
glass fibers, and industrial-scale equipment is already available. The use
of harmful chemicals in the current method is also limited, and the chemicals used in it are less toxic and more easily handled, as they are used
in powder form. Overall, this new approach to surface treating aramid
fibers offers new perspectives toward efficient and improved composite
manufacturing.

CASE IV:
Delamination analysis in layered composite structures
Layered composite structures exhibit various failure mechanisms,
namely fiber failure, matrix cracking, buckling, and delamination, which
is a separation between the internal layers of a composite laminate,
caused by high through-the-thickness stresses, impacts, or manufacturing defects. Delamination may considerably reduce the load-carrying
capability of a component, and may lead to significant structural damage,
particularly when loaded in compression.
Simulation of delamination
requires great expertise
and dedicated knowledge
of particular FEA programs.

Simulation of delamination requires great expertise and
dedicated knowledge of particular finite element analysis
(FEA) programs. The use of layered composite structures
is increasing in all industrial sectors, and there is a clear
need for easy-to-use fast delamination assessment tools
for the detailed design phase and design validation.

Componeering Inc. studied the various aspects of delamination simulation, with the ultimate goal being to implement a delamination module
into the ESAComp software, which is a toolbox for composite design and
analysis. A fracture mechanics-based approach called Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) was the choice for further evaluation. ESAComp
is strong in the shell-based simulation of layered structures and supports a geometrically nonlinear analysis approach. A solid theory exists
to determine the strain energy release rates (SERR) at the crack tip of
the model, idealized with shell elements. SERR is a measure to quantify
whether conditions for crack growth are met. An additional theory based
on the crack tip element (CTE) complements the approach when determining the SERR values related to the different delamination modes. A
proof of concept code was prepared, and the function was verified
against a set of various laminate and load configurations.
The gained knowledge related to the delamination analysis was successfully utilized in the damage tolerance analysis of the Anisogrid payload adapter, which is a very recent development project promoted by
the European Space Agency (ESA/ESTEC). The prime contractor of the
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project was Airbus Defense and Space. The
Anisogrid payload adapter (Figure 6) is a conical
carbon fiber-reinforced lattice structure that is
manufactured using automatic fiber-placement
technology. The adapter is placed between a
satellite and the VEGA launcher.

The developed method
was successfully utilized
for a European Space
Agency case study.

Figure 6. Global solid model (right), a detailed view of the model (middle), and
the longitudinal strain [abs] distribution (left) at the specific location

Figure 7. Idealization of the local shell model, including the definition of the delamination (left). The illustration shows thickness in real scale. Deformation of
the model is scaled by a factor of 50 when loaded with the design load (second
image from left). Strain distribution [abs] of the intact zones (second image from
right). The relation between the load factor and the value of Reeder’s delamination
criterion f (right). A delamination criterion value of 1 indicates the onset of delamination. The value one of the load factor is related to the design load

A global parametric FE model based on solid elements was created to
simulate and optimize the structure. Strain levels were extracted from
certain points of the intact structure (Figure 6). A local shell model, including the definition of the idealized delamination, was created. The
loading and boundary conditions were set in such a way that the strain
distribution in the intact region corresponded to the global model (Figure
7). The SERR at the crack tip was determined using the different crack
depths. Furthermore, SERR values related to the different delamination
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modes were defined. This information, together with the material-related
fracture toughness parameters, was used in Reeder’s delamination
propagation criterion. The critical value of the criterion would indicate
the onset of delamination. The relation between the load factor and the
value of Reeder’s delamination criterion f is shown in Figure 7. The study
indicated that the structure is tolerant with respect to delamination. Potential defects at the layer interfaces do not lead to catastrophic failure
of the assembly.
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Transition towards Circular Economy – life
cycle perspective in material development
Aiming the circular economy and saving natural resources

T

he current state of environment has been achieved by acting linearly. At the same time, we know that transition towards circular economy cannot be made the same way that we have used to, trusting
only a market economy and economic growth. Environmental improvements have been promoted, some progress has been made, but major
steps towards sustainability have not been taken. Industry is now facing
significant change, from process related environmental thinking to product-based environmental thinking.
Engineers make decisions which have lifelong influence and even
longer on environment and society. Material engineers in case of saving
natural resources and increasing material cycle, have an important role
to play in the transition towards sustainability and circular economy. The
best knowledge of minerals and materials is in the material development
phase. If we want to increase the cycle of different materials, it is vital to
make decisions towards circular economy in early phase of product’s
life cycle.
One of the driving forces, for making new composite and hybrid materials, is to lighten a product and reinforce it. With lightening the target
is to save energy in use phase, e.g. in transportation. Much of the development of new devices is driven not only by the drive to fulfill the consumer needs but also of lower productions costs by easier mass production methods like joining by gluing (instead, say, nuts and bolts joints) and
many others.
At present almost all products in use are composed of a variety of
material combinations. The end of life phase of such complex products
becomes non-homogenous. Scrap may contain valuable resources that
can be recovered and reused but also parts that do not have economical
recycling means. It is vital to take recycling perspective into account
already both in composite and hybrid material development and in
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design phase of the product, to achieve a balanced approach between
the different aspects of sustainability.
The pressure to act more sustainable way and to produce environmental information is increasing. Also customers are asking environmental impacts of the products and production. Those companies that
choose to be forerunner in environmental responsibility may have advantage over their competitors. The decision will benefit themselves,
their customers and naturally environment.
Aiming the circular economy and saving natural resources, the objectives of this research project were; to include life cycle thinking and
recyclability of hybrid and composite materials in material development
and product design phase; to include life cycle thinking to operational,
management and strategy level of decision-making; to include all actors
of the supply chain in development work towards material efficiency; to
describe the complexity of the recycling in industrial system from material development, via product design and use phase to end of life; and to
increase use of industrial residues in products.
In this study, we had a new kind of cooperation, when targeting the
real change in development and design processes. We combined two
disciplines, engineering science and fine arts. We brought the cyclic artistic thinking into engineering science and environmental research. The
new research combination makes the existing information visible in a
new way, and it will change attitudes and ways to act by means other
than traditional linear rationality.
The current state of the environment has been achieved by acting
rationally and linearly. Also environmental improvements have been promoted in the same way. Some progress has been made but major steps
towards sustainability have not been taken. The traditional, rational and
linear thinking has not worked in order to achieve significant sustainable
development. Just as major obstacles are the silos, the social structure,
in which each sector operates separately and intersectoral collaboration
is limited. Therefore, in this project, we promoted circular economy via
breaking out of the old ways of thinking, breaking out the silos and tackling the barriers.

Positive attention to circular economy
In this research, we were looking primarily at ways of transforming practices, so our research was realized in workshops and interviews. We invited actors from multiple sectors of society: from industry, the commercial sector, public authorities, scientific community and art world as well
as individual consumers to participate in. By bringing together people
from different fields, we gave birth to a new, that a certain, homogeneous
expert community or group would not have been able to assume.
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Our aim in this project was to attract a lot of positive attention to the challenge of circular economy and finally to create something new from chosen product with an idea of thinking in a new way and upcycling. Innovative solutions for sustainability and circular economy were sought specifically with the methods of artistic thinking and artistic research. We studied how the material, spatial and cyclic thinking can be combined with
linear thinking.
The chosen product of the case study, sandwich panel, consists of an inner insulation core
Upcycling the
between two steel sheet layers. The insulating
sandwich panel
core can be mineral wool or polyisocyanurate.
– from ideas to
Sandwich panels are typically used in facades,
concepts, demos.
partition walls and ceilings.

Figure 1. Sandwich panel with steel

Figure 2. Product during installation

Our collaborative company, Ruukki Construction Oy, produces sandwich
panels of recycled steel and insulation. A subcontractor produces insulation of used glass for Ruukki. Ruukki Construction sees sustainable
use of materials as a key competitive factor: Company’s target is to minimize waste production and increase utilization of the used sandwich
panels.
In the first workshop, the target was to find challenges in recycling
of the chosen case-product, sandwich panel. The production and product
development experts of Ruukki Construction Oy and all its subcontractors for the sandwich panel took part in the first workshop. Challenges
in end of life (EoL) phase were listed by all the subcontractors of the
product.
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For the second workshop people from various fields were invited, for example, designers, technical designers, sales professionals, consultants,
architects, city planners, material experts, builders, contractors, visual
artists and research scholars. In the workshop, we studied the entire life
cycle of sandwich panels and tried together to find the wider use for the
product processed of recycled material and the new uses for the once
used sandwich panels.
The first brainstorming session yielded ideas how the sandwich
panel could enable new products and services in addition to the current
product and how to upcycle it. The basic idea was to rethink the whole
production process and the final product. What do we need in the future
and why? What will happen to the sandwich panel in its end of the life
phase? Is it possible to reuse those for new purposes?
The first individual brainstorming resulted in many ideas, which
were of the same types. We brought together the similar ideas generated
from several expertise perspectives, discussed, examined and developed them further with this multi-disciplinary group of experts. We
worked on large papers, which were hung on the wall or laid on the floor.
This allowed working in motion. New concepts for the current sandwich
panel, new products, services and entire modules were developed together in the short time frame. We managed to develop specifically entities and packages, which are important for sustainability and circular
economy.

Figure 3. Brainstorming and ideation on paper – new concepts for upcycling the
sandwich panel

The objective of the third workshop was to seek new uses for the product
processed of recycled material. The theme was upcycling with an artistic
approach. Instead of brainstorming and ideation, the participants worked
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this time on sandwich panels by hand with the aim to make works of art
and design. The participants were partly the same people as in the second workshop, but now we expected that the multi-disciplinary group of
participants had the experience or willingness of artistic, design or handicraft work and manual labor. We, as researchers, aspired to follow the
artistic thinking of workshop participants.

Figure 4. Hands-on method I

Figure 5. Hands-on method II

In the third workshop, we aimed at finding innovative solutions for the
upcycling of the chosen industrial product. Some of the ideas came up
in the second as well as in the third workshop, but this time we carried
out the designs concretely. This resulted, for example, as the uniquely
painted wall panel, the fireplace element embedded in the wall and the
birdhouse built of once used sandwich panel.

Figure 6. Some outcomes of the third workshop
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Transition needs cooperation between silos
The research project started with an idea how to integrate life-cycle thinking in material development work and product design. At the same time,
the results of a doctoral thesis (Pajunen 2015) showed that transition towards circular economy needs cooperation between different sectors
of society. However, the existing silos make the situation difficult. In addition to this, the recent artistic research
Transition towards
(Mäkikoskela 2015) defined that artistic thinking is based
circular economy
on the sensory experiential and thus proceeds rather cyclineeds cooperation
cal than linear. Due to the above-mentioned considerations,
between different
we decided to break out of our own siloes and to combine
sectors of society
two distinct disciplines. We hypothesized that with this com– breaking silos
bination we could produce an innovative perspective to proneeded.
mote some steps in circular economy.
As a conclusion, once again, engineers have an important role to play in
the transition towards sustainability: the decisions they make have a lifelong influence and even longer on environment and society. At the same
time, we know that transition towards circular economy cannot be made
the same linear way that we have used to, trusting only a market economy and economic growth.

What did we learn?
Upcycling approach and the hands-on method brought new dimensions
to the whole project. Working by hand was activating also brain in a new
way. We designed, made, saw and experienced the upcycled product concretely. We became convinced that the focus areas of the research project, material development and industrial product design, are very suitable for this kind of approach. And especially, research work, do not matter the field of research, is always creative practice.

Engineering is an art
International academic interest in circular economy is growing. In the
XXVIII International Mineral Processing Congress (http://www.impc
2016.org ), on September 2016, in Québec City, Canada we had an opportunity to give a keynote presentation with a theme: “Breaking out the silos – towards sustainable society – art, engineering and decision making
perspectives”. During the presentation the audience was asked to
answer a few questions. One of the questions was: “Art, engineering and
decision making – what an earth or of course?” And the answer of the
one of those present was: “Of course – engineering is an art”.

Art Exhibition
Art exhibition was arranged based on the results of the third workshop,
at Media Centre Lume’s Gallery April 3–12, 2017 (Aalto Arts, Hämeentie
135 C, Helsinki).
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“We are undergoing a major change in how fast the world is transforming. Traditionally our built environment has been developed assuming
that the processes it facilitates will not change. This contradiction will
have to be resolved one way or another. one way to look at it is to change
the perspective so as to start the loop from another place. Studying our
building materials as future raw material through truly multidiscipline
approach showed promising possibilities.”
Petteri Lautso, customer value director, Ruukki Construction Oy
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High performance for industrial components
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Summary of
the project’s
motivation and
achievements
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T

he industrial need and scientific challenge is to develop polymerbased materials that can produce low wear with controlled static
and dynamic friction in demanding conditions with a long life-time.
The materials should have sufficient heat resistance, good impact resistance, and superior wear resistance. Generating a theoretical and
research-based background of tribology mechanisms in sliding conditions, micro-slipping, and filtration tasks is an important part of the development.
A large set of polymeric materials with various compounding has
been evaluated in laboratory wear testing to evaluate optimized sliding
materials with controlled friction. Broad background information on material options and modifications has been generated. In addition, testing
methods have been developed further, to better evaluate the different
results obtained.
To understand micro-slide in rolling contact, and the corresponding
wear mechanisms of rolling surfaces, both novel experimental material
characterization methods and computational modeling methods were
developed and used. Having all these together, it is possible to generate
broad understanding of the application conditions, especially for multicomponent composite materials, which is otherwise not possible. Furthermore, fundamental – not just mental – knowledge is needed to compete against global actors in the same application areas.
Research on filtration contact started with theoretical evaluations
of potential modifications of filtration materials, methods of modification,
and potential effects on filtration processes. Further work continued as
experimental research to find potential options for the filtration process.
From a set of materials, some were found to be very promising and were
initially tested from the filtration process point of view.

P4
SP1

Figure 1. Characteristic photos from experimental testing and modeling of the
OfCo sub-project

Highlights of Unique state-of-art experiments on materials
roller contact and application
The solution to any mechanical problem in question, in this case a rolling
contact, requires knowledge of relevant material properties. As such,
proper determination of all the elastic properties of materials is a challenge for experimental research. Typically, the Poisson ratio and shear
modulus are guesstimates, as well as isotropy along the coordinate system and in the loading direction of materials. The challenge becomes
even more difficult when composite materials with a largely heterogeneous microstructure are under study. A large uncertainty arises in comparing various material samples and estimating those in application.
At Tampere University of Technology, a rich set of experimental
methods were developed to measure a full matrix of elastic properties
of material samples. VTT assisted with micro- and nano-indentation
tests. Not only macroscopic properties are measured, but also local micro-scale properties with distributions. In the project, several different
composite samples, one polyurethane sample, and one rubber sample
were tested. Evidently, the results do not even to a small degree fully
cover all rolling materials of interest, but give a basic view of the range
of properties. Naturally, the developed methods are then available for
future studies outside the project.
During the project, it was necessary to develop specific methods
for the preparation of a high-precision specimen from composite materials for compression testing. At macroscopic level, test pieces from
rolling contact have a curvature shape, but compression tests require
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planar structures. This was solved with a special flat-winding arrangement for sample fabrication. Second, cutting a small test piece with exactly parallel compression surfaces required special grinding apparatus.
Measurement of shear modulus also requires specific high-precision testing geometry to generate controllable shear stress in the specimen to be measured. A further sampling set-up was developed for fabric
characterization (burn-out) and for single-fiber tension testing (outside
Hybrids). Topography imaging was based on silicone replicas, as another
type of sampling would mean destroying the objects of interest.
Compression and shear testing are combined with digital image
correlation (DIC), which gives full-field results showing the local strain
distribution of the test specimen under loading. Figure 2 shows examples
of local values of strain and Poisson ratios, plus the corresponding
macroscopic graphs.
An important direct outcome from the studies is reliable representative values for contraction and shear modulus, together with compression modulus. A comparison of these shows that orthotropic material
models give reasonably good material estimation (Figure 3), which was
not self-evident at all. This result makes further testing and material
modeling simpler in the future, when we can assume orthotropic models
are applicable.

Figure 2. Top: full-field strain map showing compressive strain ε2, P = 40 MPa,
and the corresponding stress-strain curve. Below: full-field map showing Poisson’s ratio ν32, P = 40 MPa, and the corresponding macroscopic contraction
against macroscopic strain
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Figure 3. Evaluation of the orthotropic behavior of the materials (x, y = from 1 to 3)

As a final phase of research, the usability of composite material models
found in the literature, between micro scale and macro scale, are evaluated. The benefit of such models is obvious in designing a target material
from its components.
In the project, real roller-wearing surfaces were studied, based on
micro-scale resolution topography images from replica samples. A
whole new level of imaging was introduced, and the same results are
not achieved with traditional SEM imaging. Figure 4 shows an example
of worn-out cover topography. Topographical imaging provided important evidence that confirmed the mechanism of the vibration-based
wearing process, which has not previously been known.

Figure 4. Topography image of worn-out roller surface

Computational modeling of rolling contact
VTT has deep knowledge of computational modeling of various applications with different scales of observation. Figure 5 shows the schematics
of how roller contact was modeled: first, starting from the geometry of
the system and external boundary conditions; then including material
properties as macroscopic values based on experimental results received in the other part of the project; then increasing the complexity of
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the model by adding a micro-structure measured as a topography variation. The final step would be to add a full microstructure of composite
materials to the models, but that remains future research work.

Figure 5. Incremental modeling approach for wear in rolling contact

The main pragmatic benefit of modeling is that it enables expansion of
the scope of predictions much beyond the possible experimental range.
Once the basic set-up (Figure 6) is done, it is very easy and fast to evaluate
different scenarios for the system. The basic model was used to evaluate
parameters such as static versus rotation condition, loading force, material parameters from the experimental part of project, contact friction,
slip, and macroscopic surface defects.

Figure 6. Model-generated layout with a von Mises stress field plotted under
“reference” contact conditions

Figure 7 shows the effect of friction and slip on contact shear. Most critical conditions occur with a slipping condition with high contact friction.
With macroscopic defects in the model (Figure 8), and also with the micro-scale topography included from experimental measurement, the
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main indication is that defects generate growth of defects by nature. This
agrees with a common impression from real-life cases, which is that initial defects tend to enlarge.

Figure 7. Comparison of slip cases in a macroscopic model

Figure 8. Macroscopic defect in a model structure
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Company
impact

“Projects like DIMECC Hybrid Materials bring together top know-how
on a national level to solve future challenges. once again, the results of
the project have the potential to boost the competitiveness of both industry and academia. understanding the interaction between materials
in various applications is vital for developing industry-leading products
and for world-class research.”
Teemu Soini, development engineer, Nokian Tyres plc

“An important aspect of the results is verification of various theoretical
material models presented in the literature. This makes further development of roller contact applications more reliable and easier. Having
an understanding of micro-level variability of local stress and strain
conditions is also an important aspect when considering development
on composite materials. In the end, performance comes out of microscale details.”
Heikki Kettunen, director, R&D, Valmet Technologies Oy

Further KEY PUBLICATIONS:
information Orell, O., Vuorinen, J., Jokinen, J, Kettunen, H., Hytönen, P., Turunen, J. &
Kanerva, M., Characterization of elastic constants of anisotropic composites in compression using digital image correlation, (submitted to Composite Structures)*
Mechanical characterization of laminates with micromechanical and
numerical analysis comparison TUT & VTT (to be submitted)*
Article 3 Rolling contact model including micro topography, VTT & TUT
(to be submitted) *
Article 4 Abrasive wear testing of polymeric materials, VTT
CONTACT PERSONS:

Helena Ronkainen, Anssi Laukkanen/VTT
Olli Orell, Jyrki Vuorinen/Tampere University of Technology
Heikki Kettunen/Valmet Technologies Oy
PARTICIPANTS IN SP1:

VTT, Tampere University of Technology, Valmet Technologies Oy,
Nokian Tyres Oy, Carbodeon Oy

*All with Valmet Technologies
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Lubricated hybrid sliding bearings for
demanding operational conditions
Summary of
the project’s
motivation and
achievements

Motivation

S

liding bearings are widely used in heavy industry, such as in mineral-crushing machines, combustion engines, generators, (steam)
turbines, and marine applications. Competition in the world-wide
market drives these products toward higher power density, longer lifetimes, higher reliability, lower power loss, and reasonable cost. The critical
components, which are hindering this development, are sliding bearings,
where the design and properties of sliding contact are the key factors.

The goal of the sub-project was to improve sliding bearing performance
in heavy operating conditions by using advanced polymer liners, multilayer bearing structures, and bearing designs. The main target was to
enable heavy power density and shaft misalignment without smearing
and seizure of the bearing. The overall goal was to improve the energy
efficiency of the crushing process and diesel engine. The scientific goal
was a) to model and simulate sliding bearing performance and damage
risk in hydrodynamic lubrication conditions in heavy operating conditions, b) to evaluate and improve friction, wear, and smearing performance and to determine surface failure mechanisms using lab-scale
bearing tests, and c) to develop polymer liner properties and adherence
to the bearing surface. The project was divided into three main tasks:
1. Polymeric multifunctional sliding materials
2. Experimental evaluation of multilayer bearing performance
and damage risk
3. Modeling of hybrid sliding bearing performance
The main achievements can be stated as follows:
In task 1, the potential material candidate for polymer liner was found
to be high-performance polymer, polyamide-imide (PAI), with different
fillers such as milled carbon fiber, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and
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carbon nanotubes. Uniform films with a thickness ranging from 20µm
to150µm were fabricated on the top of a lab-scale thrust bearing. The
fabrication technique enabling detailed tailoring with different fillers was
proven to be feasible, and the first test with a proto bearing was promising and showed good adherence to the bearing surface.
In task 2, bearing performance in terms of the friction, wear, smearing,
and load-carrying capacity of the variety of bimetal, multilayer and bulk
polymer bearings were evaluated with lab-scale bearing test rigs. EUlevel restrictions on the use of lead have created an increasing demand
for lead-free or low-lead bearing materials. The lead-free bismuth
bronze bimetal bearing showed load capacity of the same level as the
reference bearing made of continuously cast leaded tin bronze
CuSn10Pb10, and it was concluded to have the potential to substitute for
the leaded tin bronzes in the studied heavy operating conditions.
In task 3, a parameterized calculation model for hydrodynamic journal
bearings was successfully developed, which takes into account hybrid
(multilayer) materials and bearing design concepts, shaft misalignment,
and elastic and simplified thermal deformations of the bearing surfaces
and housings. It is found that deformations have a significant effect on
bearing performance, and that the deformation behavior can be altered
using polymer hybrid bearings. It was shown that the polymer layer effectively eliminates high edge pressures on misaligned bearings, and
has a beneficial increase in film thickness in the area of maximum pressure. The design of these hybrid bearings is delicate and their properties
must be tailored according to the operating conditions in order to obtain
full performance benefits.

Key results Polymeric multifunctional sliding materials
and impacts Hybrid bearings, consisting of functional polymer layers on metal substrates, can offer advantageous property combinations over more conventional metal bearings. Depending on the bearing type, the advantages
can include, for example, decreased energy loss, improved function under transient abnormal lubrication, increased load-carrying capacity due
to more favorable pressure distribution, and the replacement of the currently utilized materials with more sustainable solutions.
The main target of this task was to study and find the best practices
to fabricate durable and well-controlled polymer layered hybrids used
in lubricated bearings. The targets and tasks in the project were: 1) the
selection of the most feasible polymer material candidates to be used
as the functional layer in hybrid bearings, 2) the development of a fabrication technique enabling fabrication of uniform thin layers on metal
substrates, 3) the achievement of sufficient adhesion between the polymer and selected substrates, and 4) the fabrication of proto hybrid bear-
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ings and a study of their tribological performance with the close-to-real
test equipment.
In order to maximize the benefits of the hybrid concept in bearings
with functional polymer layers, control of the layer thickness and the
polymer properties is essential. The modeling work done in Task 3 also
showed that the optimal combinations are typically highly case-sensitive,
which means that the polymer layer needs to be highly tailorable. In addition to the thickness of the polymer layer, the properties of the polymer
layer can have a strong effect on the performance of a component, such
as in Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, compressive and tensile strength,
thermal conductivity, and friction coefficient. All these can be affected by
different fillers, and typically the best results in tribological applications
are achieved with multi-filler compositions (Orell 2014).
The materials used in the state-of-the-art polymer bearing applications are high-performance thermoplastic polymers, such as
polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyimides (PI), or polyamide-imides (PAI).
The processing temperatures and melt viscosities of the materials are
normally very high, complicating the achievement of good filler dispersion and the application of thin layers. Moreover, the filler systems can
include both micro- and nano-scale particles, making formation of the
even dispersion even more challenging.
To avoid problems, solvent casting techniques of a high-performance thermoplastic (PAI) were extensively studied. With the solventbased techniques, both the mixing and application of the polymer system
can be carried out at room temperature, simplifying the fabrication of
layered structures with the filled materials. On the other hand, there are
certain challenges with the techniques, such as how to ascertain the removal of the detrimental residual solvent. The effect of the residual solvent on the properties was studied using several thermal analysis techniques, and it was shown that with controlled fabrication procedures,
these problems can be surpassed. From the results, simple models to
estimate the effect on different film properties were derived, enabling
extended behavior estimation from a single result, obtained, for example,
with dynamic mechanical thermal analysis.
Uniform films made of high-performance polymer (PAI) with different fillers, such as milled carbon fiber, PTFE, and carbon nanotubes, were
fabricated (Figure 1a). The thickness of the cast films ranged from 20µm
to150µm, which could be controlled in the range of few micrometers.
Thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the pure polymer layers were increased by 20–40% with different carbon fillers. On the other hand, although an order of magnitude lower compared to the substrate materials; the thickness of the polymer layer compared to substrates is very
small, resulting in the hybrid structures showing similar thermal behavior on a macro-scale. With the combined mechanical and chemical
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(silane) surface treatment techniques, the adhesion between the applied
polymer component and the substrates was significantly improved. Finally, proto bearings were fabricated using the same materials (Figure
1b). The first performance test with the hybrid thrust bearing was promising, and indicated that the adhesion was good enough for the application.

a)

b)

Figure 1. a) Thin polyamide imide film (thickness of 25µm) filled with milled
carbon fiber and PTFE particles, b) PAI-coated thrust bearing

It can be concluded that the potential material candidate was found, the
fabrication technique enabling detailed tailoring with different fillers was
proven to be feasible, and the first proto hybrid thrust bearings were fabricated. However, due to problems with the test devices, the tribological
performance of the sample bearings could not yet be reliably completed
with the planned iterative loops in the testing.

Experimental evaluation of multilayer
bearing performance and damage risk
The main goal of experimental testing was to evaluate and improve sliding bearing performance in terms of friction, wear, and smearing, with
advanced hybrid and multilayer materials and bearing designs in a variety of operating conditions. Tests and characterization of surfaces also
provide fundamental understanding of damage mechanisms
and
the data to validate the developed calculation model. SucControlled techniques to apply
cessful tests were carried out using lab-scale thrust- and jourtailored high
nal-bearing test rigs. Continuously cast leaded tin bronze
performance
(CuSn10Pb10) was used as a reference bearing material, as it
polymers for
is widely used in heavy machinery bearings operating in boundfunctional surface
ary and mixed lubrication regions, due to the excellent dry lulayers in sliding
brication properties of lead. In the following, some highlights
bearings.
are presented related to thrust- and journal-bearing tests.
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Thrust-bearing tests: The load-carrying capacity of a variety of bimetal
and bulk polymer bearings was evaluated with a lab-scale thrust-bearing test rig, which simulates the contact conditions in the main thrust
bearing of mineral crushers. The oil-lubricated test bearings (Figure 1b)
have a flat-on-flat type contact with oil grooves and constant eccentric
motion against a case-hardened steel counter-plate under periodically
increased axial pressure. The test was continued until a sudden rise in
friction, which indicates bearing failure and risk of imminent seizure.
EU-level future restrictions on the use of lead have created an increasing demand for lead-free or low-lead bearing materials. In this task,
one special interest was to evaluate the suitability of novel bismuth
bronze bimetal material for possible substitution of leaded tin bronze.
Table 1 presents the thrust-bearing test results for the bimetal version,
where the structure consists of a bronze layer of fine tin-rich and bismuth-rich phases in a copper-rich matrix reinforced by the steel substrate. The main result, describing the load capacity of the bearings, is
the final bearing pressure measured when the final failure process begins. The bearings were delivered by Kugler Bimetal SA in cooperation
with Metso Minerals.
Table 1. Thrust-bearing test results

Load capacity / Final bearing pressure [MPa]
1st run

2nd run

3rd run

CuSn10Pb10

8.5

9.0

9.75

9.0

Bimetal CuSn9Bi3Ni2

8.25

9.25

8.75

8.75

Bearing type

Average

Reference

Table 1 show that the reference and bimetal bearings performed evenly.
The load capacity of the bismuth bronze bimetal bearings was close to
that of the reference bearings, and the bimetal showed slightly better
running-in behavior. Characterization by electron microscopy showed
that the dry-lubricating bismuth precipitations had a fine grain size and
an even distribution, which explains the good load-carrying capacity.
Both bearing materials experienced polishing wear during the normal test run. It was concluded that the bismuth
Bismuth bronze
bronze has the potential to substitute the leaded tin
has potential for
bronzes in the studied operating conditions. A detailed desubstituting the
scription of the test procedure and the results can be
leaded tin bronzes
in heavy duty
found in reference (Oksanen et al. 2016).
sliding bearings.
Another test objective was bulk polymer bearings
based on polyoxymethylene (POM) and polyamide (PA),
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provided by Teknikum. The tests with thick polymer bearings changed
the overall bearing performance fairly radically. Polymer bearings produced higher frictional torque compared to metallic bearings. This, combined with the modest heat transfer due to the polymers, raised the maximum temperatures of the contact up to high values already with moderate loadings, compared to bronze bearings. However, the test samples
were in relatively good condition after testing, with no aggressive failure
or seizure marks. In the initial tests, before the modification of the test
specimen substrate, it was also revealed from wear traces that the relatively low elastic modulus of the thick (bulk) polymer layer caused very
uneven pressure distribution, which was also confirmed with finite element analysis. These tests revealed the importance of lab-scale bearing
tests, in which the interplay of material properties and bearing design
issues play an essential role in bearing performance. The results also
support the observation made in task 3 that polymer layer-based hybrid
bearings need to be tailored carefully according to given operating conditions, meaning that they need to be designed correctly in order to get
the benefits.
Journal-bearing tests: Different kinds of journal bearing materials were
tested, such as bimetal (leaded tin bronze and bismuth bronze castings),
bulk bismuth bronze, and multilayer bearings, and these were compared
to the reference leaded tin bronze bearing CuSn10Pb10. Various kinds of
tests were carried out to evaluate the overall performance of the bearings.
In friction and wear tests, the basic idea of testing the material pairs was
to establish a Stribeck curve, with the focus on mixed and boundary lubrication conditions, which are always present at least in start-ups and
shut-downs of industrial hydrodynamic sliding bearings. It was observed
that the good running-in ability of bearing material essentially reduced
the friction coefficient in demanding lubrication conditions. In addition,
bearing geometrical tolerance was found to have an effect on friction.
Tests revealed that bismuth-based bronze bearings have a somewhat
similar coefficient of friction to the reference bearing, and they also have
good running-in behavior. The results support the view obtained from the
thrust-bearing tests that bismuth bronze has the potential to substitute
the leaded tin bronzes. Multilayer bearings with a tin antimony sliding layer (delivered by Wärtsilä) had the smallest coefficient of friction, but a relatively high coefficient of friction in the boundary lubrication regime.
Full film lubrication is easily disappearing due to loss in oil feed,
which is a major reliability issue in industrial journal bearings. This was
studied in smearing tests with appropriate operating conditions, by interrupting oil feed for growing periods of time under full film lubrication.
Smearing happens very suddenly and a sudden rise in temperature close
to the bearing and frictional torque gives a clear indication of this. Both
bimetal, bulk bismuth bronze, and especially multilayer bearings en-
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dured much longer before smearing, compared to the
Modern test rigs
reference bearings, although more tests are still needed
and methods for
to improve statistical reliability. A test method was also
testing of sliding
developed to evaluate bearing ultimate load capacity by
bearings.
increasing projectional pressure step by step in lubricated conditions, until smearing occurred. Initial tests showed good repeatability of the test with multilayer bearings.

Modeling of hybrid sliding bearing performance
Current demands for higher power density, longer life, and higher energy-efficiency lead to a very challenging operational environment for sliding bearings: higher hydrodynamic pressures, lower film thicknesses,
higher temperatures, and increased deformations, all of which need to
be taken into account in the design process. Understanding of the deformation behavior becomes even more pronounced when modern hybrid
bearing designs with multilayer structures are considered. The main
purpose of this task was to develop a parameterized calculation model
for hydrodynamic journal bearings, which takes into account hybrid (multilayer) materials, novel bearing designs, shaft misalignment, and elastic
and thermal deformations of the bearing surfaces and housings.
The targeted physical features for describing the advanced bearing
performance were implemented successfully in the model. The developed model was utilized to evaluate the potential of using a polymer liner
in the bearing surface to improve bearing performance, and especially
its robustness against shaft misalignment. The model was also used to
pinpoint the required liner properties so that, in collaboration with task
1, a suitable material could be tailored. The main idea of a compliant polymer layer is to increase the amount of elastic deformation and therefore
reduce the maximum pressure and increase the minimum film thickness. The frequently used bronze bearing was stated as a reference case
to which the hybrid bearing performance was compared. Further information about the modeling results can be found in (Linjamaa 2015; Linjamaa et. al. 2016a; Linjamaa et. al. 2016b).
Using the model, hybrid bearing key performance parameters were evaluated in a variety of operating conditions, including shaft misalignment.
The following main conclusions can be drawn:

• Elastic and thermal deformations have an effect on the bearing performance, such as maximum hydrodynamic pressure and minimum
film thickness.

• Local elastic deformation of the bearing surfaces caused by hydrodynamic pressure was seen to benefit the operation of the loaded journal
bearing. The effect of thermal deformation is opposite to that of elastic
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The developed model
is an efficient tool
for tailoring
the main
design
parameters
of hybrid
bearings,
in order
to obtain
full performance
benefits.

deformation. They partly cancel each other out and, depending on the
sliding speed and the normal force, either one of them could be more
significant.

• Due to the uneven rate of thermal expansion of bearing and shaft surfaces, the overall clearance of the bearing is changed. This indicates
that a large thermal deformation of the bearing surface may be harmful to the operation of the bearing as clearance decreases.

• The deformation behavior of the bearing can be altered using hybrid
multilayer structures with tailored materials (polymers).

• Hybrid bearings with a compliant polymer layer have good potential,
and key performance parameters such as maximum pressure and
film thickness indicate an improvement compared to standard bronze
bearings.

• Hybrid bearings have the potential to reduce the local maximum edge
pressure involved in shaft misalignment cases, as can be seen, for example, in Figure 2.

• Hybrid bearing properties should be tailored carefully according to given operating conditions, meaning that they need to be designed correctly in order to get the benefits.

• Some of the effects of the polymer layer are indirect: like reduced friction caused by reduced clearance, which can be tracked to the low thermal conductivity of the layer.

Figure 2. Axial pressure and film thickness profiles of misaligned standard and
polymer hybrid bearings with a specific pressure of 12MPa and a sliding speed
of 4m/s

The corresponding sliding bearing case with test rig dimensions was
also modeled by Wärtsilä experts. The results will be compared to Tampere University of Technology results later.
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Figure 2 shows that the polymer layer eliminates high edge pressures of
misaligned bearings very effectively. A beneficial increase in film thickness
in the area of maximum pressure also occurs. In addition, this deformation
shape creates a pocket for the lubricant, preventing it from leaking out of
the bearing, further improving the performance of the hybrid bearing in a
shaft misalignment case. A similar pocket shape is created in a perfectly
aligned case if the hybrid layer has been designed correctly.

Cooperation The cooperation between the sub-project tasks was intensive, with active
cooperation between academic research and the industrial community.
Active co-operation also exists with the Hybrids P4 SP1 subproject, related especially to polymer development on sliding surfaces. Successful
collaboration was also established with various international sliding
bearing manufacturers using advanced materials. A student exchange
from TUT to Luleå University of Technology was realized from 1 September 2015 to 28 February 2016. As a result, a joint journal article was accepted to Tribology International.

Conclusions The research work introduced in this sub-project showed results of great
potential and active cooperation between academic research and the industrial community. Development of suitable polymer liner materials for
hybrid bearings was carried out successfully, as well as experimental
evaluation of lab-scale thrust and journal bearing performances in terms
of friction, wear, smearing, and load capacity, using a variety of advanced
materials with multilayer structures. A multi-physical calculation model
for hybrid journal bearings was developed. It was found that the design
of these hybrid bearings is delicate, and their properties must be tailored
according to the operating conditions in order to obtain full performance
benefits.

Company
impact

“from a Metso Minerals company perspective, the current research has
brought a lot of important information about the behavior of sliding
bearings in different lubrication situations, as well as about the behavior of possible new bearing materials. It is clear that more research is
still needed, especially on the advanced simulation of bearings, but also
experimental research to verify the simulation results.”
Marke Kallio, senior material researcher, Research & Development,
Metso Minerals Oy
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Company
impact

“The results of the SLIBE project give tremendous help in modern engine design in terms of new computational tools and testing hardware,
which have been developed during the project. further, the dissertation
works give us a deeper understanding of bearing behavior under unusual loads and environments. Modern engines in the near future will
need to allow very flexible load profiles, causing special challenges in
bearing choices. Now we have a great possibility to validate new materials, designs, and lubricants with the methodology that is developed,
and to research special load cases that are impossible or too dangerous
(or expensive) to test in a life-size environment”
Aulis Silvonen, manager, Materials & Tribology, Marine Solutions,
Engines Technology, Wärtsilä Finland Oy

Outlook There is a need to continue research and development processes around
sliding bearing performance. Even though not realized within the subproject, the utilized solvent-based fabrication technique will enable detailed tailoring of the functional surfaces in the hybrid bearings, including
with the high-performance polymers whose fabrication often can be
challenging. The dry thickness of a single polymer application layer can
be in the range of 2–20 micrometers, making it possible, for example, to
fabricate polymer coatings with changing properties in the direction of
the coating thickness when solutions with different fillers are applied
consecutively. Together with the more efficient and accurate simulation
procedures, the techniques enable, in the future, a new scale in the design of bearings with improved functions. The developed sliding bearing
model has already been utilized successfully to evaluate the specific features and fundamental behavior of hybrid bearings. However, the operating environment of the engines and machines in which the bearings
are involved is moving toward thinner lubricants, higher power densities,
and rapid load changes, resulting in very thin film thicknesses and hence
mixed and boundary lubrication conditions. That is why bearing surface
topography features need to be included in the model, as well as the ability to compute bearing performance in transient, mixed lubrication conditions. In lab-scale bearing experiments, many test methods have already been developed and utilized successfully, but additional features,
such as the possibility for film thickness measurement, would provide
more accurate verification of the numerical model. The improvements
in power density of the studied bearings have also increased the test
loading, and at some stage the test rigs themselves should be updated
to handle higher power densities. The experimental data provides guidelines for performance comparison between the studied materials and
designs, but statistically reliable results call for a more extensive
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database. To bring the obtained results and bearing performance concepts up to a real product level, these solutions should be tested in largescale protos in an industrial environment with a controlled test program.
This will also give valuable feedback on how to scale up the lab-scale results.

Further KEY PUBLICATIONS:
information Orell, O. 2014. Polymer Liners in Journal Bearings – Literature Review,
DIMECC Report, Tampere University of Technology.
Oksanen, V., Lehtovaara, A., Kallio, M. 2016.Load Capacity of Bismuth Bronze
Bimetal Bearing in Lubricated Conditions, Proc. of 17th Nordic Symposium
on Tribology, Aulanko, Finland, June 14–17. The updated paper has been
submitted to Wear.
Linjamaa, A.2015. Modelling and Analysis of Elastic and Thermal
Deformations of a Hydrodynamic Journal Bearing, MSc-Thesis, Tampere
University of Technology.
Linjamaa, A. Lehtovaara, A., Kallio, M., Söchting, S. 2016. Modelling and
Analysis of Elastic and Thermal Deformations of a Hydrodynamic Radial
Journal Bearing. Key Engineering Materials 674(2016), pp. 127–132.
Linjamaa, A., Lehtovaara, A., Kallio, M., Söchting, S. 2016. A. Modelling and
Analysis of Elastic and Thermal Deformations of a Hybrid Radial Journal
Bearing. Proc. of 17th Nordic Symposium on Tribology, Aulanko, Finland, June
14–17. The updated paper has been accepted to Tribology International.
CONTACT PERSONS:

Marke Kallio/Metso Minerals
Arto Lehtovaara/Tampere University of Technology
PARTICIPANTS:

Metso Minerals, Wärtsilä Finland and Teknikum have been involved in
this project, together with two research groups (Tribology and Machine
Elements, and Plastics and Polymer Technology) from Tampere University
of Technology (TUT)
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Digitalizing materials development
Background

T

he HYBRIDS program included four industrially focused R&D projects
related to the development of new hybrid material solutions and their
applications. The development of new breakthrough materials for industrial applications requires a deeper fundamental understanding of material processing, structures, properties, and behavior; a systematic approach to material development; and tools for material structural optimization and design. This was a common need in all four projects, and it is also
common in the R&D projects in the simultaneously running DIMECC BSA
program related to the development of new advanced steels. The Modeling
tools and optimal material design (MToM) project was a novel instrument
in materials research programs, aiming to strengthen science-based and
systematic research by taking advantage of the most recent scientific
knowhow, methods, and computational tools for material multiscale modeling and simulation. Generic knowledge of materials and their development was used and implanted in the R&D work of projects P1-4 in the HYBRIDS program. A considerable critical mass was achieved by compiling
the generic parts in both the BSA and HYBRIDS programs in the FunMode activity. This resulted in an exFocus on integrated
cellent platform for material research at the highest
computational materials
international level. The ambition is to be one of the
engineering (ICME) to
world leaders in this area after the execution of the
solve critical industrial
research challenges
program. The MTOM sub-project was a competence
through multiscale
project that supports the 10 doctoral projects and the
modeling.
implementation of the results in the industrial problems to be solved, and that glues together generic
knowledge on a platform that includes data, methods, and software that
can be widely used in material development, due to their generic nature.
The main purpose of the MToM sub-project was to oversee and take part
in the core modeling and modeling tools development, as well as the characterization, optimization, and modeling of material properties and the validation of the simulation results needed in the PhD thesis works related to
the FunMode project. Integration of the individual PhD thesis works con-
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ducted in the sub-projects of the HYBRIDS program was carried out to ensure the effective execution and exploitation of the FunMode project.
The core modeling development and the definition of modeling strategies
were not left solely as the responsibility of specific PhD projects, considering the program-wide synergies and very challenging deliverables.
Successful execution and prompt progress of modeling tasks, in order
to meet the high ambitions of the program projects, requires considerable modeling project expertise, and PhD projects on their own, without
support, are typically too sluggish to meet such constraints. In order to
obtain program-wide synergies in modeling, material development, and
design, and for the effective exploitation of the results and best practices,
such responsibilities were carried by the MTOM sub-project.
Successful modeling and simulation efforts are highly dependent
on the quality of the input data. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to
obtain accurate enough data on the constituents of the multiphase materials for input into the modeling, as well as on the performance of the
resulting entity to validate the quality of modeling. A variety of techniques
and methods were used by the participating organizations for the characterization of constituent properties from macro to micro and
nanoscale, both when embedded in and when combined with matrix materials. To optimize and customize the use of these materials, thorough,
precise, and reliable data on their properties, microstructures, and responses to various service conditions are required in a form that enables
the derivation of, for example, engineering design rules. The expanding
use of modeling and simulations in the design and use of materials requires that this data is available and in a correct form, such as that described by constitutive and/or phenomenological material models.
The ambition level of MTOM was extremely high, because successful characterization and modeling of the microstructure-property-performance relationships of complex materials
is very challenging, as is the simulation of the
Digitalized materials engibehavior of these materials under varying and
neering speeds up product
complex conditions. This work is internationaldevelopment and brings
ly groundbreaking and requires wide collabopredictability and reliability
ration between both Finnish and particularly infor demanding applications.
ternational partners and networks.

Objectives The goal of MTOM was to derive a modeling concept and package for the
FunMode projects and the industry-driven projects of the HYBRIDS program, and to ensure and aid in the effective implementation of modeling-related tasks. This was done by utilizing the identified state-of-theart means and tools, and further developing the identified areas where
the greatest impact can be obtained and is required, and by tightly integrating the modeling activities within the programs. The existing solu-
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tions and previous work, know-how, contacts, and networks of the partners were included in the sub-project. The result provided a platform
for multiscale modeling tools developed during the run of FunMode applied to solve specific modeling problems within the programs, and gathered the computational tools related to development under a single banner to be further exploited, developed, and disseminated. The MTOM subproject oversaw the implementation of modeling activities within FunMode and integrated them both directly and via PhD works in the modeling work carried out in the BSA and HYBRIDS program's projects. In order to utilize the above-mentioned modeling tools to the full extent, the
aims of the characterization and validation part of MTOM were:
1) to produce generic material data and material behavior information on materials’ responses to various mechanical, physical,
and chemical stimuli in different conditions,
2) to build material models based on the generated data to be used
in modeling tool development and simulations,
3) to develop and apply new validation methodologies and equipment to verify the material models, modeling approaches, and
simulation results,
4) to generate practical design rules based on the above research
work.
After finishing this part of MTOM, Finnish industry has, for its use, a large
database on the properties, microstructures, and behavior of the novel
materials developed in the HYBRIDS projects, accurate multi-parameter
material models to be used in simulations of the behavior of the developed materials, methodologies and devices to validate the modeling and
simulation results, and design rules to facilitate efficient and correct use
of the studied materials and structures.
The particular subject areas identified for MTOM in the HYBRIDS program, on the basis of the PhD works, were the following:
i) Process-structure-properties-performance multiscale modeling
and fundamentals of multifunctional coatings and composites,
ii) Multiscale and multiphysical modeling of multifunctional hybrid
structures,
iii) Tribological applications of hybrid polymer composites.
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Key results Most of the work carried out in MTOM aimed to provide projects and PhD
and impacts efforts with advanced modeling and characterization research resources to improve their ability to tackle complex subject areas and ramp
up the development and introduction of new capabilities. Highlights of
selected key results related to MTOM tasks and their impacts are summarized in the following, focusing on results that are the prime deliverables of MTOM.

T1 Methodology and compilation
One of the primary objectives of T1 was the introduction of next-generation tools for modeling material structure for engineering material property correlations and causalities. The same tools can be further expanded to evaluate material performance under more complex functional environments. To that effect, a microstructural modeling methodology for
hybrid and composite materials was generated, and typical models are
presented in Figure 1. As an outcome, a very general and extensible microstructural modeling capability has been compiled, which can be utilized for hard material composites, as well as polymer-based reinforced
and filled multiphase composites. The input data for such models can
be treated in a versatile manner, meaning that the data can be statistical
in nature, or, for example, 3D imaging data, such as tomography, electron
back-scatter diffraction, or atom probe data. In addition to being able to
create nano-microstructural models, effort was put into creating abilities
to modify the models, to be able to carry out virtual material design tasks
and trials.

Figure 1. Three examples of microstructures developed with the microstructural
modeling methodology
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T2 Supporting doctoral project modeling development
Effort was put into supporting the PhD thesis works related to the other
projects in the HYBRIDS program. The research work was carried out in
collaboration with experimental, and modeling and simulations groups
for better output. An example is presented below, in which the toolsets
of T1 were applied to develop microstructural models of composites
based on carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP). A modeling case was
developed, validated, and applied to study the mechanical response and
significance of microstructural features to the properties and performance of the material solution (Figure 2).

Figure 2. CFRP microstructural models and case modeling result

T3 Building of generic modeling toolkits
Modeling toolkits were developed to support individual projects and PhD
works. The toolkits were thematic, meaning that solutions served a particular area with respect to delivering a novel new capability not previously in existence. The typical nature of a project need was that the
solution to the affiliated problem can be significantly influenced if the
suitable design abilities are possessed to create the knowledge to do so,
while simultaneously tackling the costs and time required to solve the
problem in question. Two examples are presented in the following:
the design of hard material composites (Figure 3) and the modeling of
tribological contacts, including the topography of surfaces (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Process-structure-properties-performance toolset for powder
metallurgical composites

The solution for powder metallurgical hard material composites involves
a modeling solution that comprises the complete process-structureproperties-performance (PSPP) chain, deemed at present to be the future approach to meeting material solution-affiliated design challenges.
For PM materials such as hard material composites, the strength in the
approach is the ability to run manufacturing process design trials in the
computational environment, and to propagate these results to evaluate
engineering material properties or material performance under more
complex conditions, such as when subjected to tribological contact. As
such, it is possible to tailor, for example, the manufacturing process and
alloy composition to meet a specific product-driven performance need,
which by conventional means is very costly and time consuming. The
methodology is extensible and is envisioned to provide the capabilities
for material and manufacturing process design for future industrial manufacturing methods, primarily metal additive manufacturing. Another
example toolset is presented in Figure 4. Several projects worked on understanding the significance of surface character for various product
performance dominating mechanisms, such as the initiation and growth
of fatigue cracks and the behavior of material solutions under tribological
contacts. To that effect, a toolset was introduced to create numerical
models either statistically based on roughness data, or directly, based
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on measured surface topographies. The capability can be tied to microstructural modeling capabilities, enabling the study and exploitation
of microstructural material details, surface topography, and their interactions in designing, for example, better wear-resistant surfaces.

Figure 4. Surface topography and microstructure modeling toolset

Figure 5. Mechanical loading of wear-resistant coatings
with in-situ digital image correlation (DIC)

T4 Characterization for modeling input data
Characterization efforts were carried out directly linked to modeling affiliated developments and vice versa. Numerous cases were studied, and
an example of mechanical loading of wear-resistant coatings with insitu digital image correlation (DIC) is presented in Figure 5. In this case,
the challenge was to study the interaction between the coating and the
substrate material, and to establish what the damage and cracking
mechanisms of the coated system are under various modes of loading.
Implementation of DIC testing for this case enabled the establishing of
the actual failure mechanisms of the material solution.
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T5 Testing and validation
Testing and validation of the models and simulations was carried out
throughout the project. Fracture, fatigue, and wear behavior of various
materials were studied, and a new methodology was developed for the
analysis of material behavior. In particular, image-based measurements
such as DIC and infra-red measurements were developed to match the
research needs of the projects. These measurements not only give new
information on material behavior, but can also be used for verification of
the simulation models. The strain information obtained with the DIC can
be compared to the simulation results for quantitative verification of the
material model. An example of dynamic punch testing of coated specimens is presented in Figure 6, displaying the capabilities of the DIC to resolve the mechanical behavior of a component in a relevant testing environment, producing information with respect to both component response and a validation case for modeling.

Figure 6. Dynamic
punch testing of
coated specimens

Summary and outlook
The original aims of the project were reached only partially, due to the
untimely ending of the project. For this reason, the work was also focused
primarily on supporting the PhD theses of those students who had realistic possibilities to graduate within the shortened duration of the HYBRIDS program. Dissemination activities and development of some of
the more complex solutions were left in a partially complete state. Despite this, the results obtained from the project have significantly pushed
forward the state of the art in material modeling. The work has especially
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reduced the gap between laboratory and full industrial-scale research,
improving the understanding of material behavior in many demanding
applications, and providing new reliable data on the properties and microstructures of existing and newly developed materials to be used in
industrial products. Many of the experimental observations can now be
better explained and quantified with the help of multiscale modeling,
which can further be used for the generation of design criteria for the advanced development and utilization of the new materials. MTOM has had
a significant impact on the scientific level of the PhD theses being prepared in the DIMECC Breakthrough Materials Doctoral School. As a result,
more sophisticated and demanding experiments have been carried out,
and more challenging modeling problems have been solved with the
help of the experienced MTOM scientists. The impact of MTOM will not
be limited to the scope of the project, but the knowledge and competence
built during the project will carry much further into the future. As a competence-building project, the work is never completed or finished. The
outlook of the work is to further develop the understanding of processstructure-property-performance relationships of the most important
structural materials.
An important part of MTOM was the national and international cooperation within the project. A lot of work was carried out in collaboration
with companies, research centers, and universities around the world, and
most of the publications include co-authors from international partners.
The extensive collaboration has increased the scientific level of the research and improved the impact of the results. The results of MTOM have
gained international recognition, for example, in numerous keynote and
invited presentations. The MTOM project established links to the major
global Integrated Computational Materials Engineering programs, the
Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) in the US, and Structural Materials for
Innovation (SM4I) in Japan, and networked with European networks such
as the European Materials Modeling Council (EMMC). Research methods
and the developed new materials have already been used in other international projects. Following the project, a global network of colleagues
and collaborators now exists, ready to plan new state-of-the-art research
projects.
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DIMECC Breakthrough materials doctoral school
Background

T

he development of new breakthrough steel and hybrid materials
solutions for industrial applications requires a deeper fundamental
understanding of material processing, structures, properties, and
behavior; a systematic approach to material development; and tools for
material structural optimization and design. Better competitiveness requires a shorter time to market for new products.
The DIMECC Breakthrough Materials Doctoral School was built as
an integrated part of the Fundamentals and Modeling cross-cutting project (FunMode) included in the two materials programs, DIMECC BSA and
HYBRIDS. This was a new instrument in materials research programs,
aiming to strengthen science-based and systematic research by taking
advantage of the most recent scientific know-how, methods, and computational tools for material multiscale modeling and simulation. The
project was generic in nature and cross-cutting, so that it supported each
of the more industrially oriented projects. The critical mass was increased by joint research work, mentoring, and collaboration with similar
FunMode projects included in both programs.
A multidisciplinary group of doctoral students, their mentors, top international research partners, and key industrial experts, together solving
critical research challenges defined with the industry.
This has created unique solutions and competence for application-driven
digital materials engineering serving Finnish industry.

Objectives The scientific goal was to create new science-based innovative material
solutions suitable for industrial applications, and to develop and utilize
new material modeling and simulation techniques and software tools of
world class that are based on a deep fundamental understanding of material processing, structures, properties, and performance. The objective
was to achieve this by carrying out a set of 28 coordinated doctoral thesis
works in areas directly linked to the other projects in the programs.
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P5
SP2

The doctoral subprojects were an integral part of the research work
in the industrially driven parts of the programs, and thus increased the
understanding and scientific basis for material development and tailoring for specific purposes by systematic computational modeling and
simulation. The objective was that participating companies would learn
a systematic computational material modeling and simulation-based
technique for material optimization and design, and get access to relevant methods and software tools.

Key results The Doctoral School started successfully in 2014 with 28 doctoral stuand impacts dents financed by the two programs DIMECC BSA and HYBRIDS. The topics for PhD work were selected by the involved companies, and the work
of the doctoral students was integrated as a part of the research plan of
the industrially driven projects in the two programs. There was a great
interest in this new concept of an industrially driven academic doctoral
school with a strong emphasis on new, advanced material digitalization
techniques. During the first years, 10 other PhD students working with
various funding on closely related topics applied to join the Doctoral
School and were approved as associate members. They brought complementary competence to the Doctoral School and widened the scientific and technological interactions and networks by participating in our
workshops and meetings. All doctoral projects include a visit to some internationally top-level university or research institute abroad for a period
of about 6 months.
One special feature of the Doctoral School is that it runs in parallel
with the FunMode competence project, in which new, world-class solutions were developed and studied both on multiscale integrated material
modeling and associated advanced methods, to provide relevant input
data for the modeling and validation of the models. The doctoral students
were in continuous communication with the top scientists in the competence project and worked with them on, for example, developing new software, new measurement techniques, and characterization methods. The
results have been jointly published in top journals. With this mechanism,
the doctoral students did not need to start on, for example, relevant modeling
issues from scratch, but could quickly absorb state-of-the-art knowledge
and from there start to tackle their own scientific challenges.
The Doctoral School was a learning platform where top experts in
materials science from four Finnish universities and the research center
VTT, together with some invited scientists from, for example, France and
the USA, offered new technologies, scientific understanding, and direct
support to the doctoral students in their work on focused industrial problems. This was arranged in the form of six larger seminars, including
special topical sessions, workshops, and meetings.
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The Doctoral School and the doctoral subprojects were planned for five
years. After three years, by the end of 2016, the status of the Doctoral
School was as follows:

• it included 20 BSA doctoral students and 8 HYBRIDS doctoral students,
• 10 doctoral students with external funding had joined,
• 5 successful dissertations have been completed: Antti Kaijalainen,
University of Oulu (UO); Matti Lindroos, Tuomo Nyyssönen, Juuso Terva,
Elisa Isotahdon, Tampere University of Technology (TUT)

• 112 journal articles had been published,
• 12 research work periods abroad over several months had been made

to the following countries: Canada, Australia, France, Germany, Austria,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, UK, USA,

• 6 DIMECC Breakthrough Materials Doctoral School seminars were ar-

ranged with, on average, 46 participants (active theme sessions, coaching, interlinking of projects, dissemination of results).

Below are some examples of novel tools jointly developed in the FunMode competence project by top scientists and doctoral students during
the first two years of international collaboration with leading laboratories
worldwide. Most of them are at a very promising proof-of-concept level,
and several article drafts are under work.
Examples of novel software, measurement, and characterization tools
developed so far in FunMode, with the main partners given, are:

• an integrated fEM microstructural-topographical multiscale material

model (nano-micro-macroscale) based on real measured fractal topography data and microstructure SEM images, applied to polymerbased composite, diamond-like carbon (DLC) coated steel and steel
surfaces, VTT, Curtin University, Perth, Australia, Figure 1a,

• a characterization, thermodynamics, and phase field kinetic calculations-based multiscale material model with advanced interfacial behavioral representation for WC-Co cemented carbides, VTT, McGill
University, Montreal, Canada, Figure 1b,

• a multiscale process-microstructure-properties phase field material
model for the droplet collision, and splat initiation and microstructural
growth of Cr2O3-TiO2 thermal spray coatings, VTT, McGill University &
Canmet, Montreal, Canada, Figure 1c,

• a crystal plasticity microstructural material model for representing

complex metallic microstructures and their properties and support
design rule development for complex loading conditions, VTT, TUT,
Ecole de Mines, Paris, France, Figure 1d,
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• a method for reconstruction of austenite microstructure and orientations from martensitic electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) data,
TUT, Colorado School of Mines, USA, Figure 2a,

• a method for characterization of surface cracks on a fractal level in

rocks and their effect during dynamic and quasi-static loading, TUT,
University of Potsdam, Germany,

• enhanced constitutive equations for predicting the strength of Nordic

granites in dynamic loading compression and triaxial confinement,
TUT, Purdue University, Indiana, USA, SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway,
Figure 2b,

• a method for synchronous full-field measurement of strain and deformation-induced heating during low, intermediate and high strainrate tensile experiments, TUT, Ohio State University, USA, Figure 2c,

• a technique for adhesion measurement of composite thermal spray
coatings with in-situ digital image correlation (DIC), TUT, 2d,

• a technique to characterize and model the toughness properties of
ferritic-austenitic stainless steels containing metastable austenite,
UO, VTT.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 1. Novel software tools for material digitalization and performance simulation developed in the FunMode project: a) an integrated topography-microstructure fractal multiscale surface model, b) a thermodynamic and phase fieldbased multiscale model for WC-Co cemented carbides, c) a process-microstructure-properties phase field material model for droplet collision and splat imitation of thermal spray coatings, and d) a crystal plasticity microstructural material
model for complex metallic structures
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a)
b)

c)

d)

Figure 2. Novel characterization, measurement and testing techniques for digital
material data generation developed in the FunMode project: a) reconstruction of
austenite microstructure and orientations, b) a model for predicting the strength
of granite at dynamic loading, c) synchronous full-field measurement of strain
and deformation-induced heating in tensile experiments, and d) adhesion measurement of composite thermal spray coatings with in-situ digital image correlation

External
expert view

“I was very pleased to be a participant in the scientific sessions of the DIMECC
Breakthrough Materials Doctoral School event for several reasons. I am personally convinced that industrial needs can be the source of very nice scientific
problems, so that a strong partnership between companies and universities is
one of the keys for excellent applied research in the field of advanced engineering. The purpose of DIMECC is exactly to develop this type of interaction. I was
impressed to see that the whole finnish community is involved in the program,
with many companies, with large funding and enough time to generate strong
links between people on each side.
obviously the result is excellent. This was demonstrated by the quality of
all the presentations by the students. The seminar offers the opportunity for
older students to summarize their work and for beginners to open their eyes
to the large research field covered by the doctoral school. The subjects are all
motivated by industrial application and they generally include an important testing part. In some cases, a suggestion would be to introduce a little bit more numerical simulation, but this might be a difficult task, since the topic is the real
world with a lot of interacting physical rules and complex thermomechanical
states. Clearly the position of the group is at the cutting edge of the field.”

Prof. Georges Cailletaud,
École Nationale Supérieure desMines de Paris, Centre des Matériaux
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External
expert view

Company
impact

“I enjoyed participating in the DIMECC Breakthrough Materials Doctoral
School seminar. The idea of having the students presenting their
progress and being questioned by their peers and professors is a great
one. I found the students to be very professional, attentive, and eager
to learn more.”
Prof. Amos Gilat, Ohio State University, USA

“Material technology has a key role in developing future minerals processing solutions at Metso. Material research, together with experimental field testing and the latest digital technologies, gives us a lot of
opportunities to develop more sustainable and cost-efficient solutions.
Learning from each other is an important part of the development.”
Jari Riihilahti, VP Technology at Metso
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VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd
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